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Abstract
We use F-theory to study gauge algebra preserving transitions of 6d supergravity
theories that are connected by superconformal points. While the vector multi-
plets remain unchanged, the hyper- and tensor multiplet sectors are modified.
In 6d F-theory models, these transitions are realized by tuning the intersection
points of two curves, one of them carrying a non-Abelian gauge algebra, to a
(4, 6, 12) singularity, followed by a resolution in the base. The six-dimensional
supergravity anomaly constraints are strong enough to completely fix the possible
non-Abelian representations and to restrict the Abelian charges in the hypermul-
tiplet sector affected by the transition, as we demonstrate for all Lie algebras and
their representations. Furthermore, we present several examples of such tran-
sitions in torically resolved fibrations. In these smooth models, superconformal
points lead to non-flat fibers which correspond to non-toric Ka¨hler deformations
of the torus-fibered Calabi-Yau 3-fold geometry.
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1 Introduction
String theory has become an essential tool to understand the dynamics of strongly
coupled gauge theories and superconformal field theories in various dimensions. Their
physics is encoded in the geometric properties of the compactification manifold as well
as D-brane data. F-theory [1] extends this concept by geometrizing the dynamics of the
type IIB axio-dilaton and allows for a deep geometric understanding of string theory
vacua including superconformal theories.
The maximal dimension compatible with non-trivial superconformal theories is
six [2, 3], which is also the number of dimensions in which the geometrization through
F-theory leads to the strictest constraints. Those insights lead to major progress in su-
perconformal theories with (2,0) and (1,0) supersymmetry, see e.g. [4–6] and references
therein. In this way, a classification of six-dimensional superconformal field theories
was proposed by gluing together various minimal geometries.
The possibly simplest ingredient in that classification is the so called E-string theory
that can be understood as an M5 brane probing one Horˇava-Witten E8 wall [2] or in
its heterotic dual picture as an heterotic E8 instanton of vanishing size [7, 8]. For a
recent study of such transitions in 6d and 4d F-theory models see [9]. In the F-theory
geometry such an object is a point in the base, where the Weierstrass model has a
non-minimal singularity of vanishing order ord(f, g,∆) = (4, 6, 12). Such a singularity
cannot be resolved crepantly in the fiber, but requires instead a blow-up in the base
with a curve of self intersection −1 [10] leaving a smooth non-reduced fiber, which
represents the tensor branch of the theory.
Superconformal theories are always obtained from local geometries where gravity
is decoupled, since the Planck scale necessarily breaks conformal invariance. Hence,
the aforementioned singularity within a compact geometry [11] does not lead to a
superconformal theory, but defines a strongly coupled subsector of the supergravity
(SUGRA) theory. Such a coupling to gravity is highly non-trivial and might lead to
gaugings of the flavor symmetries or is even completely forbidden by the stringent
gravitational anomalies. On the other hand, the compact geometry can also contain
Abelian symmetries which can be gauged and coupled to the superconformal sector, as
was recently proposed for (1, 0) [12] and (2, 0) [13] theories.
Furthermore, E-string theories can be used to connect two theories by superconfor-
mal matter transitions [14] with very different matter content, which can lead to exotic
matter representations [15, 16]. Turning to models of resolved codimension one fibers,
(4, 6, 12) singularities of the Weierstrass model in codimension two appear as non-flat
3
fibrations [17–22] where the fiber dimension jumps. Furthermore, in the resolved mod-
els classified in [23], it was observed that two models were related by transitions where
several matter multiplicities in one geometry got exchanged by the additional presence
of non-flat fibers in the other.
Since (4, 6, 12) points admit a tensor branch, we can always obtain a well-defined
SUGRA theory and make use of its stringent anomaly constraints in six dimensions. In
the simplest type of those transitions, the gauge algebra is left unchanged and matter
multiplets are exchanged with tensor multiplets in the global geometry, which is why
we call them global tensor-matter transitions. Since these transitions relate F-theory
vacua with different matter representations in a non-perturbative way, we want to study
which SUGRA consistency conditions have to be satisfied by these global tensor-matter
transitions using F-theory. In this way, this work generalizes the transitions of [14] to
all semi simple Lie groups. However, we restrict ourselves to smooth divisors without
double (or higher) point singularities.
The transitions discussed in this paper are constructed as follows. We start with a
torus-fibered Calabi-Yau 3-fold Y3 with gauge algebra
G = G×
r∏
i=1
U(1)i , (1)
where G is an arbitrary semi-simple Lie algebra over a smooth base divisor Z. This
model has a well-defined supergravity description and therefore has to satisfy all six-
dimensional anomaly constraints. By this we mean that the irreducible anomalies
vanish identically and the reducible anomalies are accounted for by the Green-Schwarz
mechanism involving the T tensor multiplets in the theory [24–26]. This leads to
constraints for the matter spectrum S of the theory. In the F-theory formulation all
anomaly coefficients can be determined explicitly from the geometric properties of Y3,
see e.g. [27–29] and references therein.
Next, we perform a complex structure deformation in Y3 which leads to non-flat fiber
points, i.e. singularities of vanishing order ord(f, g,∆) = (4, 6, 12) at the intersection
of Z with another base divisor D. As discussed above, this can be understood as
coupling a strongly coupled subsector to the supergravity theory. This strong coupling
makes it difficult to extract sensible information about the theories and their anomalies
directly1, which is why we resolve the strongly coupled points (SCP) by a blow-up in
the base. This leads to a modified Calabi-Yau manifold Y˜3 as well as a change in the
1However, we suggest formulae for these transitions in Section 4.2.
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Figure 1: Theories connected by a global tensor-matter transition.
number of tensor multiplets T˜ = T + nSCP. Here, we focus on transitions which leave
the gauge algebra G unchanged. Since the resulting theory has again a well-defined
supergravity description, all anomaly constraints have to be satisfied.
Due to the unchanged gauge algebra and the changed number of tensor multiplets,
we see that the matter spectrum, i.e. the number of hypermultiplets, has to change
for the irreducible gravitational anomaly to vanish. Moreover, the specific form of the
blow-up in the base via a curve of self-intersection −1 allows to uniquely determine
the change in the non-Abelian matter spectrum, i.e. the matter states which transform
non-trivially with respect to G. We denote the modified matter spectrum by
S˜ = S + ∆S (2)
Moreover, since we discuss compact geometries, there might be Abelian factors con-
tained in the full gauge algebra G. Even though the Abelian anomaly constraints are
more difficult to constrain using only the modification of the base space, we can restrict
the charges of matter states in ∆S under an additional assumption. This assumption
can be argued for within the framework of toric hypersurface models and is satisfied
in all our models. Therefore, we can fix the non-Abelian part of ∆S uniquely and
constrain the Abelian charges of non-Abelian and singlet matter. The two steps of the
transitions that we investigate in this work are summarized in Figure 1.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we review the six-
dimensional anomaly constraints as well as their connection to the geometric proper-
ties of the torus-fibered Calabi-Yau 3-fold in F-theory compactifications. Moreover, we
discuss the modification of the geometric properties by the blow-up procedure of the
base manifold. Using these considerations, we can derive constraints on the matter
spectrum in the tensor-matter transitions under discussion in Section 3. After two
illustrative examples discussing the two interesting non-Abelian grand unified gauge
algebras SU(5) and SO(10) in detail, we proceed with a classification of the transitions
for all semi-simple Lie algebras. With an additional assumption, we derive restrictions
on Abelian charges of states involved in the transition. In Section 4 we describe an
explicit construction of tensor-matter transitions within the framework of toric hyper-
5
surface models. In these models we can also justify the additional assumptions for the
Abelian charges. In Section 5 we discuss five interesting examples that illustrate the
general considerations of the earlier sections. We summarize and conclude this work in
Section 6. Appendix A provides more details on the toric constructions.
2 Anomalies and blow-up
In this section we briefly recall the connection between the geometry of the base man-
ifold B and the 6d anomaly coefficients established in [27, 29] and references therein.
We then describe the blow-up procedure in the base B which resolves the SCPs arising
by tuning complex structure moduli. This leads in turn to a change in the number of
tensor multiplets and, correspondingly, to a modification of anomaly cancellation via
the generalized Green-Schwarz mechanism [24–26,30]2.
2.1 Anomalies and base geometry
In six dimensions the anomaly constraints are especially stringent, since pure gravita-
tional anomalies exist [32]. The anomaly polynomial for a 6d supergravity with gauge
algebra G = G× U(1)r, where G is a semi-simple Lie algebra, reads3
I8 =− 15760(H − V + 29T − 273)
(
trR4 + 5
4
(trR2)2
)
− 1
128
(9− T )(trR2)2
− 1
96
trR2
(
Aadj −
∑
R
n[R]AR
)
trF 2 + 1
24
(
Badj −
∑
R
n[R]BR
)
trF 4
+ 1
24
(
Cadj +
∑
R
n[R]CR
)
(trF 2)2 + 1
96
trR2
∑
i,j
n[qi, qj]qiqj FiFj
− 1
6
∑
R,i
n[R, qi]qiER trF
3 Fi − 14
∑
R,i,j
n[R, qi, qj]qiqjAR trF
2 FiFj
− 1
24
∑
i,j,k,l
n[qi, qj, qk, ql]qiqjqkql FiFjFkFl .
(3)
where F denotes the non-Abelian field strength and Fi the Abelian field strengths
with i ∈ {1, . . . , r}. The parameters n[R], n[qi], and n[R, qi] take into account the
multiplicity of fields transforming in representation R of G and with charge qi under
U(1)i. The letters H, V , and T denote the overall number of hyper-, vector-, and tensor
2See also [31] for constraints due to the global realization of the gauge algebra.
3We mainly follow the notational conventions of [27,28].
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multiplets, respectively. Furthermore, we decompose the traces in terms of a reference
representation tr using techniques described in [33],
trRF
2 = AR trF
2 , trRF
3 = ER trF
3 ,
trRF
4 = BR trF
4 + CR(trF
2)2 .
(4)
The irreducible contributions to the anomaly polynomial, corresponding to the terms
proportional to trR4, trF 4, and trF 3, have to vanish, which leads to the constraints
H − V + 29T − 273 = 0 ,
Badj −
∑
R
n[R]BR = 0 ,∑
R,i
n[R, qi]qiER = 0 .
(5)
The remaining anomalies can be cancelled by a generalized version of the Green-Schwarz
mechanism involving the T + 1 tensor fields. Following [27,29], the factorized anomaly
has the form
I8 = − 132 ΩαβXαXβ , (6)
where the individual factors are of the form
Xα = 1
2
aα trR2 − 2
λ
bα trF 2 −
∑
i,j
2bαij FiFj . (7)
The coefficients λ depend on the non-Abelian gauge algebra G and are given by
G SU(N) SO(2N + 1) Sp(2N) SO(2N) E6 E7 E8 F4 G2
λ 1 2 1 2 6 12 60 6 2
The parameters aα, bα, and bαij are anomaly coefficients, which are contracted by the
SO(1, T ) metric Ωαβ. By matching the factorized form (6) to the reducible part of (3),
7
one finds the defining equations for the anomaly coefficients, cf. [27, 28],
a · a = 9− T ,
a · b = −λ
6
(
Aadj −
∑
R
n[R]AR
)
,
a · bij = 16
∑
i,j
n[qi, qj]qiqj ,
b · b = −λ2
3
(
Cadj −
∑
R
n[R]CR
)
,
b · bij = λ
∑
R,i,j
n[R, qi, qj]qiqjAR ,
bij · bkl + bik · bjl + bil · bjk =
∑
i,j,k,l
n[qi, qj, qk, ql]qiqjqkql ,
(8)
where the dot product indicates contraction with Ωαβ.
Part of the beauty of F-theory is that all these coefficients have an interpretation
in terms of the geometry of the base manifold B [27,29]. First, we choose a basis {Hα}
for the second homology H2(B,Z) of the base B. The SO(1, T ) metric in (6) can then
be naturally associated with the intersection matrix on B,
Ωαβ = Hα ·Hβ . (9)
Moreover, the gravitational anomaly coefficients aα are the coefficients in the expansion
of the anti-canonical class K−1B of the base B in the basis {Hα} of H2(B,Z), i.e.
K−1B =
∑
α
aαHα . (10)
Similarly, the non-Abelian coefficient bα can be identified with the expansion coefficients
of the base divisor Z carrying the non-Abelian gauge algebra G,
Z =
∑
α
bαHα . (11)
The interpretation of the Abelian anomaly coefficients bαij is more complicated due to
the global nature of the Abelian gauge algebra factors. In F-theory, these are generated
by the free part of the Mordell-Weil group4, i.e. the rational sections si, see [29]. In
order to evaluate the U(1) charge of a matter field, we need to orthogonalize the U(1)
4Without the zero section, which does not lead to a Abelian gauge algebra.
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generator with respect to the Cartan subalgebra of G, which is done via the Shioda
map σ. The map can be written as
σ(si) = Si − S0 − (Si · S0 ·Bα + aα)Bα +
∑
I,J
(Si · αI)(C−1G )IJTJ , (12)
where S0 and Si denote the homology class of the zero section s0 and rational sections
si in H4(Y3,Z), respectively. The vertical divisors Bα are defined via
Bα = pi
−1(Hα) , (13)
with pi : Y3 → B the projection to the base. The fibral divisors TJ can be obtained by
fibering the complex fiber curve αJ , corresponding to a simple root of the non-Abelian
gauge algebra G, over the base divisor Z. The inverse Cartan matrix of G is denoted
by C−1G . The Shioda map is constructed in such a way that
−pi(σ(si) · C) = 0 , for C ∈ span({S0, Bα, TJ}) , (14)
where the map
−pi( · ) : H4(Y3)×H4(Y3)→ H2(B) , (15)
is often called height-pairing, see e.g. [34,35]. In terms of these quantities, the Abelian
anomaly coefficients can be written as the height-pairing of the Shioda maps,
−pi(σ(si) · σ(sj)) =
∑
α
bαijHα . (16)
For the Abelian anomaly coefficients we can make use of the orthogonality condition
(14) of the Shioda map (12) to write the height-pairing as
bαijHα = −pi
(
Si · σ(sj)
)
= −pi(σ(si) · Sj) . (17)
Moreover, for an arbitrary rational section si, we have [29]
−pi(Si · Si) = K−1B , −pi(Si · TJ) = −(Si · αJ)Z , −pi(Si ·Bα) = −Hα . (18)
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For the anomaly coefficients involving the same U(1) factor we hence find
bαiiHα = 2a
αHα + 2 pi(Si · S0)− ciibαHα , (19)
with
cij ≡
∑
I,J
(Si · αI)(C−1G )IJ(Sj · αJ) . (20)
Similarly, for distinct U(1) factors we have
bαijHα = a
αHα − pi(Si · Sj) + pi(Si · S0) + pi(Sj · S0)− cijbαHα
≡ (aα − σαij + σαi0 + σαj0 − cijbα)Hα . (21)
This concludes our revision of the connection between anomaly coefficients and the
geometry of the base.
2.2 Base blow-up
In the previous section, we described how the anomaly coefficients can be understood
in terms of the second homology of the base B. However, in the transitions under
investigation, we perform a blow-up in the base in order to resolve the SCPs. This
leads to a modification of the geometry due to the blown-up base B˜. Here, we discuss
the explicit blow-up procedure and the consequences for the anomaly coefficients, whose
change can be constrained by the blow-up [10].
Recall that the SCPs we focus on arise after a complex structure deformation at
the intersections of the discriminant locus Z with another base divisor D, the latter of
which carries no non-Abelian gauge algebra. Consequently, the blow-up has to resolve
these intersection points and introduces additional divisors Ea with a ∈ {1, . . . , k},
schematically depicted in Figure 2. This resolution reduces the vanishing order of the
singularity by ord(4, 6, 12), which, since we restrict to (4, 6, 12) singularities, leads to a
smooth fiber over all exceptional divisors Ea [36]. We indicate the fact that the base
divisors get modified by a tilde. Moreover, this procedure affects our choice of basis
for the base homology H2(B˜,Z). To account for that, we define the blow-down map
β : B˜ → B, which, via push-forward, leads to a map of the second homology,
β∗ : H2(B˜,Z)→ H2(B,Z) . (22)
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Z˜
Ea
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Figure 2: Resolution of SCPs in codimension-two.
For the basis of H2(B,Z) defined above, we define the full pre-image as
β−1∗ (Hα) = H˜α +
∑
a
haαEa , (23)
where the coefficients hαa are non-negative and the new H˜α are irreducible. In this way,
we find a basis for H2(B˜,Z) in terms of {H˜α} and {Ea}, which we collectively denote
by {H˜A} with
H˜A = H˜α for A = α , H˜A = Ea for A = a . (24)
Importantly, the map β respects the intersection product [10], which means that for
two divisors D and D′ in H2(B,Z), we have
β−1∗ (D) · β−1∗ (D′)|B˜ = D ·D′|B , (25)
where we specified the manifold on which the intersection is evaluated, which will
be omitted in the following. More specifically, this also implies that the exceptional
divisors {Ea} generate the kernel of β∗, i.e. for all D ∈ H2(B,Z) and Ea we have
β−1∗ (D) · Ea = 0 . (26)
Moreover, the exceptional divisors considered in the transitions have the intersection
form
Ea · Eb = −δab . (27)
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This changes if one resolves higher order singularities [36]. Moreover, since we restrict
to SCPs on single transverse intersections of D and Z, we need to introduce exactly
one exceptional divisor for each SCP, so that nSCP = k.
With these properties we can investigate the change in the anomaly constraints
induced by the blow-up in the base.
Intersection form
First, we derive the new intersection form Ω˜AB on the base B˜ using the definition of
the basis for H2(B˜,Z) and the properties of the blow-down map β discussed above. In
analogy to (9), the new intersection form is defined as
Ω˜AB = H˜A · H˜B . (28)
With the intersection of the exceptional divisors given by (27), we readily see that
Ω˜ab = Ea · Eb = −δab . (29)
Additionally, since the exceptional divisors Ea are in the kernel of β∗, we find5
0 = β−1∗ (Hα) · Ea = (H˜α + haαEa) · Eb = Ω˜αb − haαδab , (30)
which leads to the identification
Ω˜αb = h
a
αδab . (31)
Finally, we can deduce the elements Ω˜αβ from
Ωαβ = Hα ·Hβ = β−1∗ (Hα) · β−1∗ (Hβ) = (H˜α + haαEa) · (H˜β + hbβEb)
= Ω˜αβ + h
a
αh
a
β .
(32)
Hence, we can summarize the new intersection matrix on B˜ as
Ω˜AB =
(
Ωαβ − haαhaβ haα
hbβ −δab
)
. (33)
5Summation over repeated indices is implied from now on.
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This further defines the new SO(1, T˜ ) metric appearing in the anomaly cancellation on
B˜. We can already anticipate that T˜ = T + k, where k is the number of exceptional
divisors, from the rank of the intersection matrix Ω˜AB.
Gravitational anomaly coefficient
As discussed in Section 2.1, the gravitational anomaly coefficient is related to the anti-
canonical class of the base space. Since we performed a blow-up from B to B˜, we
expect the coefficients to change accordingly. The very specific type of blow-up allows
us to determine the gravitational coefficients a˜A on B˜ in terms of aα on B and the
coefficients in the decomposition (23). Using the relation [10]
K−1
B˜
= β−1∗ (K
−1
B )−
∑
a
Ea = a
αH˜α + a
αhaαEa −
∑
a
Ea
= aαH˜α + (a
αhaα − 1)Ea = a˜AH˜A ,
(34)
we read off
a˜A =
(
a˜α
a˜A
)
=
(
aα
aαhaα − 1
)
. (35)
From the anomaly constraints (8) we can now calculate the number of tensor multiplets
T˜ on the blown-up base B˜,
T˜ = 9− a˜ · a˜
= 9− (Ωαβ − haαhaβ)aαaβ − 2haαaα(haβaβ − 1) + δab(haαaα − 1)(hbβaβ − 1)
= 9− a · a+ δaa = T + k = T + nSCP ,
(36)
which verifies our expectation.
Non-Abelian anomaly coefficient
The non-Abelian anomaly coefficients are defined via the base divisor Z over which
the fiber degenerates in a way determined by the non-Abelian gauge algebra G. Since
we restrict to singularities of vanishing order (4, 6, 12), we know that the fiber over
all blow-up divisors Ea is smooth and in particular does not lead to any non-Abelian
gauge algebras. Consequently, the modified base divisor Z˜ = b˜AH˜A that carries the
non-Abelian gauge algebra G does not contain any exceptional divisors and, due to the
13
decomposition (23), we can identify the new non-Abelian anomaly coefficients as
b˜A =
(
b˜α
b˜a
)
=
(
bα
0
)
. (37)
With this identification, we are able to calculate the change of the genus of Z˜ from the
genus of Z = bαHα, which is given by
gZ = 1− 12 a · b+ 12 b · b , (38)
and the blow-up data. The genus of the base divisor carrying a non-Abelian gauge
algebra counts the number of hypermultiplets in the adjoint representation. The genus
of Z˜ is consequently given by
gZ˜ = 1− 12 a˜ · b˜+ 12 b˜ · b˜ = 1− 12 a · b+ 12 b · b+
∑
a
haαb
α − haαhaβbαbβ (39)
= gZ +
∑
a
haαb
α − haαhaβbαbβ . (40)
As we shall see now, we can further evaluate and simplify this expression by considering
the intersection with the divisors that lead to SCPs.
Superconformal points
For the transitions we discuss here we have nSCP = k, i.e. we have to introduce one
exceptional divisor for each SCP in the theory. The number of SCPs after complex
structure deformation is obtained via the intersection number
nSCP = Z ·D = b · d , (41)
where we have decomposed D as D = dαHα. After a resolution in the base, we find
the coefficients for D˜ (remember that the fiber over Ea is smooth) similar to Z˜ above,
d˜A =
(
d˜α
d˜a
)
=
(
dα
0
)
. (42)
Demanding that all SCPs are resolved, we find
Z˜ · D˜ = b˜ · d˜ = b · d− haαhaβbαdβ = nSCP − haαhaβbαdβ = 0 . (43)
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Moreover, since each SCP is resolved by an individual blow-up divisor in the transitions
under discussion, and since the intersection product is preserved under the blow-down
map, it follows that
Z˜ · Ea = haαbα = 1 , D˜ · Ea = haαdα = 1 , (44)
for all a ∈ {1, . . . , k}. Together with (43), this shows that nSCP = k.
Furthermore, using that haαb
α = 1, we can evaluate the genus of Z˜, given in (40),
to find
gZ˜ = gZ +
∑
a
1− k = gZ . (45)
This means that the genus of the base divisor carrying the non-Abelian part of the
gauge algebra remains unchanged, as does the multiplicity of the matter states in the
adjoint representation.
Matter multiplicities
Similar to the SCPs, the multiplicities of matter transforming non-trivially with respect
to the non-Abelian gauge algebra G is obtained by intersecting Z with another divisor
DRi , where the index i accounts for the possibility of matter transforming in the same
representation R but with different U(1) charges,
n[Ri] = Z ·DRi = b · dRi . (46)
For the transitions under investigation there is no non-Abelian matter that arises at
the intersection of Z with the exceptional divisors Ea. Then, similarly to (42), the
modified divisors D˜Ri have coefficients
d˜ARi =
(
d˜αRi
d˜aRi
)
=
(
dαRi
0
)
. (47)
Accordingly, the new matter multiplicities are given by
n˜[Ri] = Z˜ · D˜ = b˜ · d˜Ri = b · dRi − haαhaβbαdβRi = n[Ri]−
∑
a
haαd
α
Ri
. (48)
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However, since the intersections
D˜Ri · Ea = haαdαRi ≥ 0 , (49)
are non-negative, we conclude that
∆n[Ri] = n˜[Ri]− n[Ri] = −
∑
a
haαd
α
Ri
≤ 0 . (50)
Hence, in the process of the tensor-matter transitions we are considering, the multi-
plicity of non-Abelian matter is not increased.
Abelian anomaly coefficients
After the complex structure deformation leading to the SCPs and their subsequent
resolution in the base, the 4-cycle Si corresponding to the rational section si might
in general change; see Figure 3 for a schematic depiction. We denote the element in
H4(Y˜3) corresponding to si by S˜i. Accordingly, the Shioda map gets modified to
σ˜(si) = S˜i − S˜0 − (S˜i · S˜0 · B˜A + a˜A)B˜A +
∑
I,J
(S˜i · αI)(C−1G )IJ T˜J , (51)
with B˜A = pi
−1(H˜A) the new vertical divisors on Y˜3. Nevertheless, the new Shioda map
has to satisfy the analogous orthonormality condition (14) on the resolved geometry.
Again, the height-pairings of identical (19) and distinct (21) U(1) factors read
b˜AiiH˜A = 2a˜
AH˜A + 2 pi(S˜i · S˜0)− c˜iib˜AH˜A ,
b˜AijH˜A = a˜
AH˜A − pi(S˜i · S˜j) + pi(S˜i · S˜0) + pi(S˜j · S˜0)− c˜ij b˜AH˜A ,
(52)
with
c˜ij =
∑
I,J
(S˜i · αI)(C−1G )IJ(S˜j · αJ) . (53)
In general, all contributions of the form pi(S˜i · S˜j), pi(S˜i · S˜0), and c˜ij might change
due to the complex structure deformations and the base blow-up. Hence, the modified
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Figure 3: Schematic picture of the change in rational sections over blow-up divisors with
gauge group G = SU(4)×U(1).
Abelian anomaly coefficients read
b˜Aij =
(
aα − σ˜αij + σ˜αi0 + σ˜αj0 − c˜ijbα
(aαhaα − 1) + ∆baij
)
, b˜Aii =
(
2aα + 2σ˜αi0 − c˜iibα
2(aαhaα − 1) + ∆baii
)
. (54)
We write the changes in the components b˜αij and b˜
α
ii, which are not fixed by the blow-up
procedure, as
b˜Aij =
(
bαij + ∆b
α
ij
(aαhaα − 1) + ∆baij
)
, b˜Aii =
(
bαii + ∆b
α
ii
2(aαhaα − 1) + ∆baii
)
, (55)
which will lead to constraints on the U(1) charges of matter involved in the tensor-
matter transitions under an additional assumption.
3 Tensor-matter transitions and anomalies
In this section we work out the constraints imposed by the absence of anomalies in
transitions of the type described above. After working out the general formulae and
elucidating our procedure in two specific examples, we proceed with a classification
of tensor-matter transitions for an arbitrary semi-simple non-Abelian gauge algebra
located on Z.
We explicitly determine the allowed changes in the non-Abelian matter spectrum in
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all cases for a single SCP. They are fixed uniquely for the type of transitions discussed.
Moreover, under an additional assumption we can restrict the Abelian charges for the
matter states involved in the transition. Even though the Abelian constraints are not
strong enough to fix the change in the matter spectrum uniquely, it is often enough to
know the charges of the non-Abelian states in order to predict the full modification of
the hypermultiplet sector.
3.1 General constraints
Resolving nSCP = k SCPs leads to the appearance of k additional tensor multiplets
(36),
T˜ = T + k . (56)
Since the gauge algebra G, and consequently the number of vector multiplets, does not
change during the transitions, we see that the irreducible gravitational anomaly in (5)
dictates that
H˜ = H − 29k . (57)
So the matter spectrum has to change and 29 degrees of freedom per SCP in the
hypermultiplet sector have to disappear. Since the change in the matter multiplicities
(50) is negative, we conclude that only representations with dimension dim(R) < 29 can
be involved6. Moreover, we know that the remaining irreducible anomalies vanish for
the spectrum S as well as for the spectrum S˜ after the resolution in the base manifold.
With the definition in (2) and n˜ = n+ ∆n this implies∑
R
∆n[R]BR = 0 ,∑
R,i
∆n[R, qi]qiER = 0 .
(58)
For the reducible anomalies, the consistency constraints are more interesting, since
the presence of an additional tensor multiplet also extends the possibilities of anomaly
cancellation via the Green-Schwarz mechanism. Nevertheless, the specific form of the
6Note that there is always at least one degree of freedom in the uncharged singlet sector due to
the tuning in the complex structure. Moreover, for (pseudo)-real representations, one can have half-
hypermultiplets which leads to dim(R) < 58. We will include these cases in the following discussion.
These states are then necessarily uncharged with respect to Abelian gauge factors.
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blow-up in connection with a restriction to (4, 6, 12) singularities, discussed in Section 2,
allows to constrain possible transitions significantly.
The reducible gravitational anomaly is indeed canceled by the modified anomaly
coefficients, since we have seen in (36) that
a˜ · a˜ = 9− T˜ = 9− T − k . (59)
The reducible non-Abelian anomaly on the blown-up base B˜ demands
b˜ · b˜ = b · b− haαhaβbαbβ = b · b− k , (60)
leading to the following constraint on ∆S
b˜ · b˜− b · b = λ2
3
∑
R
∆n[R]CR = −k . (61)
In the same way, the cancellation of mixed gravitational anomalies leads to
a˜ · b˜− a · b = λ
6
∑
R
∆n[R]AR = −k . (62)
These two equations, together with the irreducible non-Abelian anomaly above, fix the
change in the non-Abelian matter spectrum uniquely, as we will see below.
For the Abelian part of the gauge algebra, the restrictions are less severe because the
change in the Shioda map is in general not determined by the blow-up procedure in the
base alone. Using the expressions (55) for the modified Abelian anomaly coefficients,
we can calculate the new mixed anomalies
b˜ij · b˜ = bij · b+ Ωαβ∆bαijbβ −
∑
a
(
haα(b
α
ij + ∆b
α
ij)− aαhaα + 1−∆baij
)
,
b˜ii · b˜ = bii · b+ Ωαβ∆bαiibβ −
∑
a
(
haα(b
α
ii + ∆b
α
ii)− 2aαhaα + 2−∆baii
)
,
b˜ij · a˜ = bij · a+ Ωαβ∆bαijaβ −
∑
a
(
haα(b
α
ij + ∆b
α
ij)− aαhaα + 1−∆baij
)
,
b˜ii · a˜ = bii · a+ Ωαβ∆bαiiaβ −
∑
a
(
haα(b
α
ii + ∆b
α
ii)− 2aαhaα + 2−∆baii
)
.
(63)
We see that the anomaly coefficients depend in a complicated way on the change in
the height-pairings. However, we can form a combination in which almost all of the
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unknown contributions drop out
b˜ij · (b˜− a˜) = bij · (b− a) + Ωαβ∆bαij(bβ − aβ) ,
b˜ii · (b˜− a˜) = bii · (b− a) + Ωαβ∆bαii(bβ − aβ) .
(64)
Hence, if we assume that the second term on the right hand side vanishes, i.e.
Ωαβ∆b
α
ij(b
β − aβ) = 0 , Ωαβ∆bαii(bβ − aβ) = 0 , (65)
we can constrain the Abelian charges of the states modified in the transition. More-
over, we will show in Section 4.4 that for toric hypersurface models ∆bαii and ∆b
α
ij are
proportional to bα with real proportionality constants κii and κij, see (139). Plugging
this back into the equation (65) and using the expression for the genus of the base
divisor Z, see (38), we find the modified assumption
κij(2gZ − 2) = 0 , κii(2gZ − 2) = 0 , (66)
where κii an κij depend on the details of the model. This has two possible solutions:
Either κij and κii have to vanish or the divisor Z has to be a genus-one curve in the
base. In particular, this means that for gZ = 1 the intersections of the rational sections
in the height pairing can change without affecting the Abelian anomaly constraints.
The vanishing of the coefficients κii and κij is a generic feature of all toric models we
studied, see Section 4.4.
Hence, using (65) in (64) we have
b˜ij · (b˜− a˜)− bij · (b− a) = 0 , b˜ii · (b˜− a˜)− bii · (b− a) = 0 , (67)
which constrains the Abelian matter spectrum affected by the tensor-matter transitions.
With (8) we then find
λ
∑
R,i,j
∆n[R, qi, qj]qiqjAR − 16
∑
i,j
∆n[qi, qj]qiqj = 0 ,
λ
∑
R,i
∆n[R, qi]q
2
iAR − 16
∑
i
∆n[qi]q
2
i = 0 ,
(68)
which is indeed satisfied for all examples discussed in Section 5. Moreover, using that
the U(1) charges of singlets have to be integer and the U(1) charges of non-Abelian
matter representations are fractional [37,38], we can restrict the singlet charges in the
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transition using knowledge of the charges of the non-Abelian representations. Even
though this does not allow for a unique determination of the complete change in the
matter spectrum ∆S, it turns out to be very useful in the investigation of specific
models.
3.2 Warm-up examples
Before we begin the classification of tensor-matter transition arising at the intersection
of a divisor carrying no gauge algebra with a divisor carrying a non-Abelian gauge
algebra in Section 3.3, we discuss two interesting examples, i.e. the grand unified gauge
algebras SU(5) and SO(10). These two gauge algebras have been intensively investi-
gated in the F-theory literature, see e.g. [19, 20, 23, 39–51] and references therein, and
serve to illustrate the general procedure.
SU(5) transitions
The relevant representations for SU(5) with dim(R) < 29 are of dimension 5, 10, and
15, with group theory coefficients specified by
dim(R) AR BR CR ER
5 1 1 0 1
10 3 -3 3 1
15 8 13 3 9
Vanishing of the irreducible trF 4 SU(5) anomaly demands
∆n[5]− 3 ∆n[10] + 13 ∆n[15] = 0 , (69)
For the resolution of a single SCP, the modifications in the reducible anomaly coeffi-
cients in the non-Abelian sector given by (61) and (62) yield the following equations
3 ∆n[10] + 3 ∆n[15] = −3 ,
∆n[5] + 3 ∆n[10] + 8 ∆n[15] = −6 .
(70)
Together with (69), these equations have a unique solution given by
∆n[5] = −3 , ∆n[10] = −1 , ∆n[15] = 0 , (71)
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making up 25 degrees of freedom lost in the non-Abelian hypermultiplet sector. Hence,
the change in the matter spectrum can be summarized as
SU(5): ∆S = −(10⊕ 3× 5⊕ 3× 1⊕ 1) , (72)
where the last singlet is neutral and corresponds to the complex structure deformation.
Next, we want to analyze possible constraints for the Abelian charges for a sin-
gle U(1) factor under the assumption (65). We parametrize the U(1) charges of the
fundamental and antisymmetric representations as 1
5
q5i and
1
5
q10, respectively, with
q5i , q10 ∈ Z, see e.g. [37, 38]. Since the anomaly coefficients ER do not vanish, the
corresponding irreducible anomaly (58) demands
3∑
i=1
q5i + q10 = 0 . (73)
Employing the restriction (68), keeping in mind that only three of the four singlets can
be charged with charges q1a ∈ Z, we deduce
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3∑
a=1
q21a −
3∑
i=1
q25i − 8q210 = 0 . (74)
In order to demonstrate the predictive power of this constraint, we assume that the
three charges of the fundamental representation are equal, q5i = q5. Hence, we find
that q10 = −3q5 and the equation above reads
3∑
a=1
q21a = 3q
2
5 , (75)
which is solved e.g. by q1a = q5. As it turns out this is satisfied by the toric SU(5)
example discussed in Section 5.2.
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SO(10) transitions
The representations of SO(10) with dimension smaller than 29 are the vector and the
spinor representation with
dim(R) AR BR CR ER
10 1 1 0 0
16 2 -1 3
4
0
Vanishing of the irreducible trF 4 SO(10) anomaly leads to the constraint
∆n[10]−∆n[16] = 0 , (76)
i.e., the transition involves the same number of fields in the vector and spinor repre-
sentations. The constraints from reducible (61) and mixed non-Abelian anomalies (62)
read
∆n[16] = −1 , ∆n[10] + 2∆n[16] = −3 . (77)
The solution to these equations is unique,
∆n[10] = −1 , ∆n[16] = −1 , (78)
leading to a change in the matter spectrum of the form
SO(10): ∆S = −(16⊕ 10⊕ 2× 1⊕ 1) . (79)
If the model has a single Abelian U(1) gauge factor and we employ the assumption
(65), we can further constrain the Abelian charges, keeping in mind that the sin-
glet corresponding to the complex structure deformation is uncharged. Parametrizing
the Abelian charges of the non-Abelian matter as 1
2
q10 and
1
4
q16, respectively, where
q10, q16 ∈ Z and the singlet charges as q1a ∈ Z, we find the constraint
1
2
(q210 + q
2
16) =
2∑
a=1
q21a . (80)
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For the three toric models and their transitions considered in [23], we find the possibil-
ities
Model 1 Model 2 Model 3
(F3 top 2) (F3 top 3) (F3 top 5)
q10 −1 −1 2
q16 −1 3 0
1
2
(q210 + q
2
16) 1 5 2
Due to the fact that the singlet charges are integers, this uniquely7 fixes them to
Model 1 Model 2 Model 3
(F3 top 2) (F3 top 3) (F3 top 5)
q11 1 1 1
q12 0 2 1
These are indeed the charges appearing in the transitions in [23]. For more than
one Abelian gauge algebra factor, the corresponding constraints are similarly satisfied
and fixed by the charges of the non-Abelian representations for all models discussed
in [23]. Since the singlet charges are usually challenging to determine, the constraints
(68) present a great simplification in the investigation of the change in the matter
spectrum ∆S.
3.3 Classification of transitions
In this section we classify the modification of the matter spectrum in the tensor-matter
transitions described above. The anomaly constraints are enough to fix the change in
the non-Abelian matter spectrum uniquely. The restrictions of the Abelian charges are
derived assuming (65), except for the cases SU(8), SU(7), and E7, for which they are
valid in general.
SU(N) transitions
For the special unitary algebras we can restrict to N < 29, since otherwise there is
no representation whose dimension is small enough to compensate for a single tensor
multiplet, keeping in mind that one degree of freedom is accounted for by the neutral
7Up to an obvious symmetry involving permutation of q11 and q12 and complex conjugation.
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complex structure deformation. The case N = 5 was discussed above. For N > 5 the
only relevant representations8 are
R dim(R) AR BR CR ER
(1, 0, 0, 0, . . . , 0) N 1 1 0 1
(2, 0, 0, 0, . . . , 0) N(N+1)
2
N + 2 N + 8 3 (N + 4)
(0, 1, 0, 0, . . . , 0) N(N−1)
2
N − 2 N − 8 3 (N − 4)
(0, 0, 1, 0, . . . , 0) N(N−1)(N−2)
6
N2−5N+6
2
N2−17N+54
2
3N − 12 1
2
(N2 − 9N + 18)
The smaller gauge algebras SU(4), SU(3), and SU(2) have a large number of additional
representations and are discussed separately below. First, we discuss the case with N >
6 in which also the two-fold anti-symmetric representation is too large to contribute.
Cancellation of the irreducible SU(N) anomaly demands
∆n[N] + (N + 8)∆n[N(N+1)
2
] + (N − 8)∆n[N(N−1)
2
] = 0 . (81)
Consistency with the formulas (61) and (62) further implies
∆n[N] + (N + 2)∆n[N(N+1)
2
] + (N − 2)∆n[N(N−1)
2
] = −6 ,
3∆n[N(N+1)
2
] + 3∆n[N(N−1)
2
] = −3 .
(82)
This has the unique solution
∆n[N] = −8 +N , ∆n[N(N+1)
2
] = 0 , ∆n[N(N−1)
2
] = −1 . (83)
Since ∆n[R] < 0, the only two possible transitions are for N = 7, 8. For both of them
the change in the non-Abelian matter spectrum contains 28 hypermultiplets, which,
together with the uncharged singlet from the complex structure sector, make up for the
29 degrees of freedom contained in the new tensor multiplet. Moreover, since ER does
not vanish in the anti-symmetric representation, we find the full change in the matter
spectrum including U(1) charges,
SU(8) : ∆S = −(280 ⊕ 10) ,
SU(7) : ∆S = −(21− 1
3
q ⊕ 7q ⊕ 10) .
(84)
8We specify the representations in terms of their Dynkin labels. For ordering of the simple roots
we follow the conventions of [52].
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For SU(6) the restriction of ∆n[R] to be negative fixes the change in the non-Abelian
matter spectrum to
∆n[6] = −2 , ∆n[15] = −1 , ∆n[20] = 0 , ∆n[21] = 0 , (85)
and we find
SU(6): ∆S = −(15⊕ 2× 6⊕ 1⊕ 1) . (86)
Equation (68) and the irreducible anomaly (58) further lead to the restrictions
2∑
i=1
q6i + 2q15 = 0 , q
2
15 = q
2
1 , (87)
where we defined the charges 1
6
q6i and
1
3
q15, with q6i , q15 ∈ Z. In general these equations
are not strong enough to fix the full charge-dependence uniquely, but they simplify the
analysis of specific models.
The gauge algebra SU(5) was discussed above, see Section 3.2, so we go directly
on to SU(4). For SU(4), three different 20-dimensional matter representations can in
principle be involved in the transition. Their group theory factors read
R dim(R) AR BR CR ER
(1,1,0) 20 13 −11 24 7
(3,0,0) 20′ 21 69 24 35
(0,2,0) 20′′ 16 −54 54 0
The irreducible and reducible non-Abelian anomaly constraints derived from (58), (61)
and (62) read
∆n[4]− 4∆n[6] + 12∆n[10]− 11∆n[20] + 69∆n[20′]− 54∆n[20′′] = 0 ,
∆n[6] + ∆n[10] + 8∆n[20] + 8∆n[20′] + 18∆n[20′′] = −1 ,
∆n[4] + 2∆n[6] + 6∆n[10] + 13∆n[20] + 21∆n[20′] + 16∆n[20′′] = −6 .
(88)
The transition is unique and given by
∆n[4] = −4 , ∆n[6] = −1 , (89)
with all other matter multiplicities unchanged. Therefore, we can summarize the change
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in the matter spectrum as
SU(4): ∆S = −(6⊕ 4× 4⊕ 6× 1⊕ 1) . (90)
Using (68) in combination with the irreducible Abelian mixed anomaly in (58), we
further obtain
4∑
i=1
q4i = 0 ,
4∑
i=1
q24i + 12q
2
6 =
6∑
a=1
q21a , (91)
where we parametrized the charges for the fundamental and anti-symmetric represen-
tation as 1
4
q4i and
1
2
q6 with q4i , q6 ∈ Z, respectively.
Next we discuss the algebra SU(3). We have seen that we can restrict to represen-
tation with dimension smaller than 29. Moreover, since the transition under discussion
induce ∆n[R] < 0 and all algebra theory coefficients are positive, we can focus on
representations with AR < 6 and CR < 3. The only remaining representation is the
fundamental with
R dim(R) AR BR CR ER
(1,0) 3 1 0 1
2
1
Solving the anomaly constraints we find
SU(3): ∆S = −(6× 3⊕ 10× 1⊕ 1) . (92)
With an additional Abelian gauge algebra we further derive
6∑
i=1
q3i = 0 ,
6∑
i=1
q23i = 3
10∑
a=1
q21a , (93)
where we parametrized the U(1) charges of the triplets as 1
3
q3i , with q3i ∈ Z.
Similar considerations for the algebra SU(2) lead to the possible change in the
matter spectrum involving only the fundamental representation with
R dim(R) AR BR CR ER
(1) 2 1 0 1
2
0
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The change is given by
SU(2): ∆S = −(6× 2⊕ 16× 1⊕ 1) . (94)
The additional constraints on the matter spectrum for the Abelian charges read
6∑
i=1
q22i =
16∑
a=1
q21a , (95)
where we have written the charges of the doublets as 1
2
q2i with q2i ∈ Z.
SO(N) transitions
In the case of the gauge algebra G being SO(N), we can restrict the discussion to
N > 6. For the lower-dimensional cases isomorphisms with other gauge algebras can
be used,
SO(3) ∼ SU(2) ∼ Sp(2) SO(4) ∼ SU(2)⊕ SU(2) ,
SO(5) ∼ Sp(4) , SO(6) ∼ SU(4) .
(96)
The representations that appear in possible transitions for N > 8 are the N -dimensional
vector representation and the spinor representation. Together with the adjoint repre-
sentation, their group theory coefficients are given by
R dim(R) AR BR CR ER
(1,0,. . . ,0,0) N 1 1 0 0
(0,0,. . . ,0,1) 2dN/2e−1 2dN/2e−4 −2dN/2e−5 3× 2dN/2e−7 0
(0,1,. . . ,0,0) N(N−1)
2
N − 2 N − 8 3 0
The irreducible SO(N) anomaly (58) hence translates to
∆n[N]− 2dN/2e−5∆n[S] = 0 , (97)
where we denote the spinor representation by S. The constraints (61) and (62) further
demand
2dN/2e−5∆n[S] = −1 ,
∆n[N] + 2dN/2e−4∆n[S] = −3 .
(98)
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From the first of these equations we see that the number of spinor representations has
to change. For N ≥ 11 the spinor representation is already 32-dimensional and too
large to appear in the transition. However, since it is a pseudo-real representation for
SO(11) we can have a half-hypermultiplet in the spinor representation. The change in
the spectrum is
SO(11) : ∆S = −(1
2
× 32⊕ 11⊕ 1⊕ 1) . (99)
The half-hypermultiplet is necessarily uncharged. Denoting the Abelian charge of the
vector representation by q11, we derive
q211 = q
2
1 . (100)
The case of SO(10) was discussed in full detail in Section 3.2 above, so we continue
with SO(9). Again, the non-Abelian representations are fixed uniquely and the change
in the matter spectrum is
SO(9) : ∆S = −(16⊕ 9⊕ 3× 1⊕ 1) . (101)
With an additional Abelian gauge algebra, we further find
2q216 + 3q
2
9 =
3∑
a=1
q21a , (102)
where we parametrized the charges of the spinor and vector representation as 1
2
q16 and
q9, respectively.
The two remaining cases are the algebras SO(7) and SO(8). For SO(8) the only
relevant representations are the spinor, co-spinor, and vector representation that are
all of dimension 8 with the following group theory coefficients:
R dim(R) AR BR CR ER
(1,0,0,0) 8v 1 1 0 0
(0,0,1,0) 8cs 1 −12 38 0
(0,0,0,1) 8s 1 −12 38 0
The anomaly equations are solved uniquely by the following change in the non-Abelian
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matter spectrum
SO(8): ∆S = −(2× 8s/cs ⊕ 8v ⊕ 4× 1⊕ 1) . (103)
Parameterizing the charges of the (co)-spinor and vector representations by 1
2
q8s/cs,i and
1
2
q8v , respectively, we obtain
2∑
i=1
q28s/cs,i + q
2
8v =
4∑
a=1
q21a . (104)
For SO(7) the constraints are very similar to above with the same group coefficients
for the 8-dimensional spinor representation as for SO(8)
R dim(R) AR BR CR ER
(1, 0, 0) 7 1 1 0 0
(0, 0, 1) 8 1 −1
2
3
8
0
(2, 0, 0) 27 9 60 33
4
0
The 27-dimensional representation does not participate in the transition and we obtain
for the change in the spectrum
SO(7): ∆S = −(2× 8⊕ 7⊕ 5× 1⊕ 1) . (105)
With 1
2
q8i and q7 parameterizing the Abelian charges for non-Abelian representations
involved in the transitions, the additional constraint reads
2∑
i=1
q28i + 5q
2
7 =
5∑
a=1
q21a , (106)
which concludes our discussion of SO(N) algebras.
Sp(2N) transitions
In the case of symplectic groups9 we can restrict the discussion to Sp(2N) with N ∈
{2, 3, 4}. For N larger than that the first representation with non-trivial CR needed
for the transition is already too large.
9Note that there are several conventions for denoting the group. We follow the convention [52]
Sp(2N) ∼ CN .
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For Sp(8) the relevant representations and group theory coefficients are given by
R dim(R) AR BR CR ER
(1,0,0,0) 8 1 1 0 0
(0,1,0,0) 27 6 0 3 0
Solving the anomaly constraints, the change in the non-Abelian matter spectrum is
uniquely fixed to
Sp(8): ∆S = −(27⊕ 1⊕ 1) . (107)
With additional U(1) factors and charge q27 for the non-Abelian matter field we find
9 q227 = q
2
1 , (108)
which fixes the relative charges with respect to the singlet.
For G = Sp(6) we have
R dim(R) AR BR CR ER
(1,0,0) 6 1 1 0 0
(0,1,0) 14 4 −2 3 0
(0,0,1) 14 5 −7 6 0
Again, the change in the non-Abelian matter spectrum is fixed by the consistency with
anomaly cancellation,
Sp(6): ∆S = −(14⊕ 2× 6⊕ 2× 1⊕ 1) . (109)
Furthermore, we find
10 q214 =
2∑
a=1
q21a , (110)
for additional Abelian gauge group factors and charges parametrized by q14 and
1
2
q6i .
Note that the charges of the 6-plets drop out of the expression.
Finally, we discuss the case of gauge group G = Sp(4), which on the level of the
algebra is identical to10 G = SO(5). Even though there are in principle six different
10However, the Casimir coefficients A,B,C,E are different due to the factor of 3 in λ between SO
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representations that could be involved in the transition, the restriction AR ≤ 6 together
with the fact that the number of adjoint hypermultiplets remains unchanged allows only
for
R dim(R) AR BR CR ER
(1,0) 4 1 1 0 0
(0,1) 5 2 −4 3 0
The change in the non-Abelian matter spectrum hence is
Sp(4): ∆S = −(5⊕ 4× 4⊕ 7× 1⊕ 1) , (111)
and the Abelian charges are restricted to satisfy
14 q25 +
4∑
i=1
q24i = 2
7∑
a=1
q21a , (112)
where we parametrized the charges of 5 and 4i as q5 and
1
2
q4i , respectively.
G2 transitions
For G = G2 the relevant group theory coefficients can be summarized as
R dim(R) AR BR CR ER
(1,0) 7 1 0 1
4
0
(0,1) 14 4 0 5
2
0
(2,0) 27 9 0 27
2
0
Note that G2 does not have a third and fourth order Casimir invariant, which is why
the coefficients ER and BR are zero. The adjoint representation is 14-dimensional and
will not be involved in the transition. Therefore, we derive the constraints
4
3
∑
R
∆n[R]CR =
1
3
∆n[7] + 18 ∆n[27] = −1 ,
1
3
∑
R
∆n[R]AR =
1
3
∆n[7] + 3 ∆n[27] = −1 .
(113)
and Sp groups.
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These are solved uniquely by
∆n[7] = −3 , (114)
and we deduce the change in the matter spectrum to be
G2 : ∆S = −(3× 7⊕ 7× 1⊕ 1) . (115)
The last singlets indicates the complex structure deformation and is uncharged, whereas
the remaining states can be charged with respect to Abelian gauge algebras. For a single
additional Abelian gauge algebra, equation (68) leads to the constraint
5
3∑
i=1
q27i =
7∑
a=1
q21a , (116)
where the charges of the representation 7i is given by q7i .
F4 transitions
For the algebra F4 the relevant representations and their group theory coefficients are
R dim(R) AR BR CR ER
(0,0,0,1) 26 1 0 1
12
0
(1,0,0,0) 52 3 0 5
12
0
The 52-dimensional representation is the adjoint and thus its multiplicity does not
change in the transition. The consistency equations for the anomalies yield
∆n[26] = −1 . (117)
Hence, the change in the matter spectrum is determined to be
F4 : ∆S = −(26⊕ 2× 1⊕ 1) . (118)
Defining q26 as the charge of the 26 representation, we find
10 q226 =
2∑
a=1
q21a , (119)
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which poses strict constraints on the involved singlet charges.
E6 transitions
The only representation of E6 relevant for the transition is the lowest-dimensional,
which is 27-dimensional. The group theory coefficients for 27 and the adjoint repre-
sentation 72 are given by
R dim(R) AR BR CR ER
(1,0,0,0,0,0) 27 1 0 1
12
0
(0,0,0,0,0,1) 78 4 0 1
2
0
The change in the non-Abelian spectrum is fixed uniquely and in total we find
E6 : ∆S : −(27⊕ 1⊕ 1) . (120)
For an additional U(1) factor, with the charge of the 27 given by 1
3
q27, we can further
restrict
q227 = q
2
1 , (121)
which is realized in the examples discussed in 5.4.
E7 transitions
The smallest irreducible representation of E7 has dimension 56, which is already larger
than 28. However, since the representation is pseudo-real, one can consider half-
hypermultiplets which contribute only 28 degrees of freedom. These have to be neces-
sarily uncharged. The group theory parameters for the adjoint and 56 representation
are given by
R dim(R) AR BR CR ER
(0,0,0,0,0,1,0) 56 1 0 1
24
0
(1,0,0,0,0,0,0) 133 3 0 1
6
0
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Indeed, we find that a transition involving a half-hyper in the 56 representation is
allowed,
E7 : ∆S = −(12 × 560 ⊕ 10) (122)
A specific realization is discussed in Section 5.5.
E8 transitions
For the algebra E8 a transition of the form above is not possible, since all representations
contain too many degrees of freedom.
4 Tensor-matter transitions in toric hypersurfaces
Elliptically fibered Calabi-Yau manifolds based on toric hypersurfaces allow for a direct
way to construct tensor-matter transitions of the kind discussed above. In this section
we discuss the construction of the transitions and investigate the change in the Abelian
anomaly coefficients (55) in these models.
4.1 Construction of toric hypersurfaces
In this section we summarize the construction of toric hypersurface models. For a more
detailed discussion we refer to [23,53] and Appendix A.
In toric hypersurface constructions one embeds a torus fiber in one of the 16 toric
ambient spaces given e.g. in [54]. Fibering this ambient space over a compact complex
two-dimensional base B, one obtains an ambient toric variety V which can admit a
torus-fibered Calabi-Yau manifold as a submanifold. The ambient variety V can be
described by a 4d polytope ♦. If this polytope ♦ is reflexive with exactly one interior
point and admits a projection onto one of the 16 2d polytopes, it admits a genus-one
fibered 3-fold as a submanifold. This submanifold is specified as the vanishing of a
polynomial that is a section of the canonical bundle of V that can be obtained in a
combinatorial way from ♦ [55],
p♦ =
∑
i
sˆi pi(xf ) . (123)
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where the sˆi are sections
11 of the base B and xf denotes the toric coordinates of the
ambient space of the torus fiber. This polynomial can be obtained from the polytope
as described in Appendix A.
The inclusion of a top, introduced in [56] and classified in [54], tunes the complex
structure in a way to ensure the presence of a resolved ADE singularity over a specified
base divisor Z. This corresponds to a non-Abelian gauge group factor in the F-theory
model. Therefore, the resulting geometry is a completely resolved elliptically fibered
Calabi-Yau manifold including the resolution divisors of the engineered gauge algebra
factors. Mapping the model to a singular Weierstrass form induces a factorization of
the sections sˆi,
sˆi → zni0 di , (124)
where the di are again sections on the base, but do not depend on the coordinate z0
anymore, and Z = {z0 = 0}. Moreover, for a consistent model, the base divisor classes
defined by {di = 0} have to be effective.
Using the C∗-scalings for the fiber coordinates induced by the toric ambient space,
one can encode the base-dependence in four base divisor classes. These are the anti-
canonical class K−1B , the base divisor Z carrying the non-Abelian gauge algebra, as well
as two residual classes S7 and S9, which originate from the two section sˆ7 and sˆ9, cf.
Appendix A.
Moreover, the choice of the ambient space of the fiber also dictates the free part
of the Mordell-Weil group, which corresponds to the Abelian part of the gauge alge-
bra, see also the discussion in Section 4.4. These rational sections define generators
corresponding to the Shioda maps σ(si), see (12), which can be used to determine the
Abelian charges of hypermultiplets in the six-dimensional model.
The charged matter spectrum can then be obtained by an investigation of codimen-
sion-two singularities in the base. From an enhancement of the fiber singularity over
intersections of Z with another base divisor D, one obtains matter states transforming
in certain representations, which correspond to the specific type of the enhancement,
with respect to the non-Abelian gauge algebra localized on Z. Their Abelian charges
are determined by intersecting the matter curves with the Shioda maps σ(si). Note
that in the presence of non-Abelian gauge algebras G, the U(1) factors can mix with
the center elements of G [37,38], which leads in general to fractional Abelian charges for
11In order to distinguish the sections parameterizing the base-dependence and the rational sections
of the model, we use hats for the former.
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the non-Abelian matter representations. Furthermore, if the base divisor Z has genus
gZ , this leads to the appearance of gZ hypermultiplets transforming in the adjoint
representation [57].
For codimension-two singularities that are not associated with an enhancement
of a non-Abelian algebra factor, one finds charged singlets. Again, the charges are
determined by the intersection with the Shioda maps.
Since all the base-dependence is encoded in the divisor classes K−1B , Z, S7, and S9,
the multiplicities of the charged matter states is given in terms of intersection numbers
involving these classes. Hence, the full charged matter spectrum can be obtained base-
independently.
Finally, one can compute the Euler number χ of the Calabi-Yau 3-fold Y3 directly
from the polytope data. First, we note that the number of Ka¨hler deformations is
generically given by
h1,1(Y3) = rank(G) + h
1,1(B)− 1 +
∑
i
δi nSCPi (125)
where the last term accounts for the Ka¨hler deformations in the presence of a non-flat
fiber point, i.e. for models containing SCPs associated to points interior to some facet.
This formula can be motivated from the combinatorial Batyrev formula to compute
the Hodge numbers from the full polytope ♦ of the 4d ambient variety of the CY
hypersurface as
h1,1(Y3) = l(♦)− 4−
∑
Γ
l◦(Γ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
h1,1toric
+
∑
Θ
l◦(Θ)l◦(Θ∗)︸ ︷︷ ︸
h1,1nt
, (126)
where l(♦) counts points in the polytope ♦, Γ are edges, and Θ denotes codimension-
two faces in ♦, whereas Θ∗ are their dual faces in ♦∗ of dimension one. l◦ counts the
points in the relative interior of Θ or Θ∗. Hence the facets Θi can contribute non-toric
Ka¨hler deformations if they contain interior points and their multiplicity is given by
the number of interior points of the dual face Θ∗i .
This motivates the inclusion of distinct SCPs labeled by i in (125), which contribute
a multiplicity of Ka¨hler deformations given by δi = l
◦(Θi) in the ith face. As we are
mainly discussing E-string models, we have δi = 1. However, in one example discussed
in Section 5.5, we find an SCP of vanishing order larger than (4, 6, 12), which leads to
δi = 3, justifying the above generalization.
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The number of neutral singlets arising from the complex structure deformations is
Hneut = h
2,1(Y3) + 1 = h
1,1(B) + rank(G) +
∑
i
δi nSCPi + 2− 12χ(Y3) . (127)
Consequently, the full matter spectrum can be obtained base-independently. As we
create nSCPi additional non-toric Ka¨hler deformations at the cost of mi complex struc-
ture deformations for each of the nSCPi additional SCPs, the difference in Hodge and
Euler numbers are
(∆χ,∆h1,1,∆h2,1) = (2(δi +mi), δi,−mi)× nSCPi . (128)
Again, for E-string transitions, we have δi = 1. As we have argued in the classification
in Section 3.3, mi ≥ 1.
4.2 SCPs in toric models
In this section we want to clarify the relation between 2d faces (facets) of the top ∆
with interior points, and the appearance of non-flat fibers corresponding to (4, 6, 12)
singularities in the associated Weierstrass model. We begin the discussion with F-
theory on K3. Since K3 is obtained from a polytope built from tops, a point pˆ (with
toric coordinate xpˆ and associated divisor Dpˆ = {xpˆ = 0}) in the facet of the top
is a point in the facet of the entire polytope. The divisor Dpˆ generically misses the
anti-canonical hypersurface (A.2), which manifests itself in the hypersurface becoming
a non-zero constant, see also [20]. This happens because the monomial mi, which does
not depend on xpˆ, contains only toric coordinates that are in the Stanley-Reisner ideal
with xpˆ,
p♦ = dimi +
∑
j 6=i
dj xpˆ mj
!
= 0
xpˆ=0−−−→ di const 6= 0 . (129)
Now, in going to 6d on a Calabi-Yau 3-fold rather than a K3, the complex constant
coefficient di becomes a section of an (effective) line bundle corresponding to some
divisor Di. Along this divisor, the hypersurface equation is satisfied by setting in
addition xpˆ [20]. This leaves the entire toric ambient space of the fiber (F1 to F16),
and hence the fiber becomes two-dimensional rather than one-dimensional over these
points.
We thus note that at di = 0, xpˆ factors out of all sections sˆi, i = 1, . . . , 10. We can
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use [58] to obtain the Jacobian corresponding to (129). By using the corresponding
maps of the sˆi to f and g or by noting that f and g are sections of K
−4
B and K
−6
B ,
respectively, and studying those combinations of sˆi that form sections of these bundles
using (A.5), we find that each monomial contains at least 4 or 6 of the sˆi. Thus, f
vanishes to order 4, g to order 6, and the discriminant ∆ = 4f 3 + 27g2 to order 12
generically in xpˆ along di = 0. Similarly, a top with m facets with an interior point
has m distinct types of non-flat fibers, each having a vanishing order ord(4, 6, 12) in
codimension two.
The multiplicity of the SCPs is given by the intersection
nSCPi = Z ·Di , (130)
which, like the matter multiplicities, can be determined from the four base divisor
classes K−1B , Z, S7, and S9. Those SCPs correspond to superconformal matter, due to
the presence of tensionless strings. Accordingly, the strongly coupled subsectors should
contribute to the degrees of freedom entering the gravitational anomaly in six dimen-
sions. In particular, for the irreducible gravitational anomaly we expect contributions
of the form
H − V + 29T + 29
∑
i
nSCPi = 273 , (131)
which is indeed the case in all models we discuss.
Moreover, one can speculate that faces that contain multiple interior points corre-
spond to non-flat fibers with vanishing order ord(f, g,∆) > (4, 6, 12). In these cases
equation (131) needs to be corrected due to the possibility of further gauge algebra and
tensor factors in the resolution process of the higher order SCPs. Parametrizing the
contribution to the gravitational anomaly of the strongly coupled subsector on SCPi
by Hi, we find
H − V + 29T +
∑
i
HinSCPi = 273 . (132)
We claim that the coefficient Hi can be identified with the dimension of the Higgs
branch of the corresponding SCPi. This dimension can be computed on its tensor
branch via
Hi = HSCPi − VSCPi + 29TSCPi , (133)
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where TSCPi , VSCPi , and HSCPi denote the number of tensor-, vector-, and hypermul-
tiplets appearing after the resolution of the ith SCP, respectively. Since we restrict to
E-string theories with VSCPi = 0 = HSCPi and TSCPi = 1 we obtain a dimension of
the Higgs branch given by Hi = 29TSCPi and recover the formula given in (131). In
Section 5.5 we discuss a model with three internal points in one of its faces, leading to
Hi = 63. This motivates the generalization of the anomaly constraints given above.
4.3 Tensor-matter transitions in toric models
Having established the relation between faces with interior points and non-flat fibers,
we can construct the tensor-matter transitions in toric hypersurface models in the
following way.
Given a specific polytope ♦ which contains a top ∆ that encodes the non-Abelian
gauge algebra factorG, one performs a blow-up in the top, which results in an additional
vertex of the polytope ♦. For appropriately chosen blow-ups, this leads to an interior
point in one of the faces of the top. In other words, one performs a complex structure
deformation that affects the fiber singularity over certain base intersections and leads
to the appearance of non-flat fibers.
For the following discussion we restrict to the vertices of the top ∆ and separate
them into the following classes
• Invariant vertices: These vertices are denoted by fi, gi, hi, · · · ∈ ∆ depending
on their height (i.e. their Dynkin multiplicity). They correspond to the vertices
associated to resolution divisors in the original top before tuning the complex
structure.
• Interior points: In cases where the original top ∆ already contains points in-
terior to faces, we denote them by fˆi, gˆi, . . . , depending on their height. They do
not correspond to resolution divisors and signal the presence of SCPs already in
the original theory.
• Blow-up vertex: The blow-up we perform leads to the appearance of an addi-
tional vertex that we denote by fi. The associated divisor is a resolution divisor
of the ADE singularity in codimension one. This blow-up procedure is related to
a complex structure deformation. The new top is denoted by ∆ˆ.
• New interior points: Due to the blow-up one of the original vertices becomes
an interior point in one of the faces of ∆ˆ, which we will denote by fi. These points
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<latexit sha1_b ase64="kN/ug+fN+IVZXli1ZQPJi u0P4rw=">AAACB3icbVA9TwJBEN3 zE/Hr1NLCjWBCYcgdFmpHQmOJUQQC F7K3LLBhb++yO2ckF0ob/4qNhRpb /4Kd/8YFrlDwJZO8vDeTmXl+JLgGx /m2lpZXVtfWMxvZza3tnV17b/9Oh 7GirEZDEaqGTzQTXLIacBCsESlGA l+wuj+sTPz6PVOah/IWRhHzAtKXvM cpASN17KMbLvuxIApXmjjf7CRnp2 1gD5Boo4/H+Y6dc4rOFHiRuCnJoR TVjv3V7oY0DpgEKojWLdeJwEuIAk4 FG2fbsWYRoUPSZy1DJQmY9pLpI2N 8YpQu7oXKlAQ8VX9PJCTQehT4pjMg MNDz3kT8z2vF0LvwEi6jGJiks0W9 WGAI8SQV3OWKURAjQwhV3NyK6YAo QsFklzUhuPMvL5JaqXhZdK9LuXIhT SODDtExKiAXnaMyukJVVEMUPaJn9 IrerCfrxXq3PmatS1Y6c4D+wPr8A RBomNs=</latexit><latexit sha1_b ase64="kN/ug+fN+IVZXli1ZQPJi u0P4rw=">AAACB3icbVA9TwJBEN3 zE/Hr1NLCjWBCYcgdFmpHQmOJUQQC F7K3LLBhb++yO2ckF0ob/4qNhRpb /4Kd/8YFrlDwJZO8vDeTmXl+JLgGx /m2lpZXVtfWMxvZza3tnV17b/9Oh 7GirEZDEaqGTzQTXLIacBCsESlGA l+wuj+sTPz6PVOah/IWRhHzAtKXvM cpASN17KMbLvuxIApXmjjf7CRnp2 1gD5Boo4/H+Y6dc4rOFHiRuCnJoR TVjv3V7oY0DpgEKojWLdeJwEuIAk4 FG2fbsWYRoUPSZy1DJQmY9pLpI2N 8YpQu7oXKlAQ8VX9PJCTQehT4pjMg MNDz3kT8z2vF0LvwEi6jGJiks0W9 WGAI8SQV3OWKURAjQwhV3NyK6YAo QsFklzUhuPMvL5JaqXhZdK9LuXIhT SODDtExKiAXnaMyukJVVEMUPaJn9 IrerCfrxXq3PmatS1Y6c4D+wPr8A RBomNs=</latexit><latexit sha1_b ase64="kN/ug+fN+IVZXli1ZQPJi u0P4rw=">AAACB3icbVA9TwJBEN3 zE/Hr1NLCjWBCYcgdFmpHQmOJUQQC F7K3LLBhb++yO2ckF0ob/4qNhRpb /4Kd/8YFrlDwJZO8vDeTmXl+JLgGx /m2lpZXVtfWMxvZza3tnV17b/9Oh 7GirEZDEaqGTzQTXLIacBCsESlGA l+wuj+sTPz6PVOah/IWRhHzAtKXvM cpASN17KMbLvuxIApXmjjf7CRnp2 1gD5Boo4/H+Y6dc4rOFHiRuCnJoR TVjv3V7oY0DpgEKojWLdeJwEuIAk4 FG2fbsWYRoUPSZy1DJQmY9pLpI2N 8YpQu7oXKlAQ8VX9PJCTQehT4pjMg MNDz3kT8z2vF0LvwEi6jGJiks0W9 WGAI8SQV3OWKURAjQwhV3NyK6YAo QsFklzUhuPMvL5JaqXhZdK9LuXIhT SODDtExKiAXnaMyukJVVEMUPaJn9 IrerCfrxXq3PmatS1Y6c4D+wPr8A RBomNs=</latexit><latexit sha1_b ase64="kN/ug+fN+IVZXli1ZQPJi u0P4rw=">AAACB3icbVA9TwJBEN3 zE/Hr1NLCjWBCYcgdFmpHQmOJUQQC F7K3LLBhb++yO2ckF0ob/4qNhRpb /4Kd/8YFrlDwJZO8vDeTmXl+JLgGx /m2lpZXVtfWMxvZza3tnV17b/9Oh 7GirEZDEaqGTzQTXLIacBCsESlGA l+wuj+sTPz6PVOah/IWRhHzAtKXvM cpASN17KMbLvuxIApXmjjf7CRnp2 1gD5Boo4/H+Y6dc4rOFHiRuCnJoR TVjv3V7oY0DpgEKojWLdeJwEuIAk4 FG2fbsWYRoUPSZy1DJQmY9pLpI2N 8YpQu7oXKlAQ8VX9PJCTQehT4pjMg MNDz3kT8z2vF0LvwEi6jGJiks0W9 WGAI8SQV3OWKURAjQwhV3NyK6YAo QsFklzUhuPMvL5JaqXhZdK9LuXIhT SODDtExKiAXnaMyukJVVEMUPaJn9 IrerCfrxXq3PmatS1Y6c4D+wPr8A RBomNs=</latexit>
with top  
<latexit sha1_base64="9MvNDEu Xz/ArCZ72qLQZMdNLFIs=">AAAB+XicbVBNT8JAEN3iF+JX0aOXjWDCib Rc1BuJHjxiYoUEGrJdtrBhu212pxJS+SlePKjx6j/x5r9xgR4UfMkkL+ /NZGZekAiuwXG+rcLG5tb2TnG3tLd/cHhkl48fdJwqyjwai1h1AqKZ4JJ 5wEGwTqIYiQLB2sH4eu63H5nSPJb3ME2YH5Gh5CGnBIzUt8sTDiMMcYKr vRsmgFT7dsWpOwvgdeLmpIJytPr2V28Q0zRiEqggWnddJwE/Iwo4FWxW6 qWaJYSOyZB1DZUkYtrPFqfP8LlRBjiMlSkJeKH+nshIpPU0CkxnRGCkV 725+J/XTSG89DMukxSYpMtFYSrMq3ieAx5wxSiIqSGEKm5uxXREFKFg0i qZENzVl9eJ16hf1d27RqVZy9MoolN0hmrIRReoiW5RC3mIogl6Rq/ozXq yXqx362PZWrDymRP0B9bnD20Hkuo=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="9MvNDEu Xz/ArCZ72qLQZMdNLFIs=">AAAB+XicbVBNT8JAEN3iF+JX0aOXjWDCib Rc1BuJHjxiYoUEGrJdtrBhu212pxJS+SlePKjx6j/x5r9xgR4UfMkkL+ /NZGZekAiuwXG+rcLG5tb2TnG3tLd/cHhkl48fdJwqyjwai1h1AqKZ4JJ 5wEGwTqIYiQLB2sH4eu63H5nSPJb3ME2YH5Gh5CGnBIzUt8sTDiMMcYKr vRsmgFT7dsWpOwvgdeLmpIJytPr2V28Q0zRiEqggWnddJwE/Iwo4FWxW6 qWaJYSOyZB1DZUkYtrPFqfP8LlRBjiMlSkJeKH+nshIpPU0CkxnRGCkV 725+J/XTSG89DMukxSYpMtFYSrMq3ieAx5wxSiIqSGEKm5uxXREFKFg0i qZENzVl9eJ16hf1d27RqVZy9MoolN0hmrIRReoiW5RC3mIogl6Rq/ozXq yXqx362PZWrDymRP0B9bnD20Hkuo=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="9MvNDEu Xz/ArCZ72qLQZMdNLFIs=">AAAB+XicbVBNT8JAEN3iF+JX0aOXjWDCib Rc1BuJHjxiYoUEGrJdtrBhu212pxJS+SlePKjx6j/x5r9xgR4UfMkkL+ /NZGZekAiuwXG+rcLG5tb2TnG3tLd/cHhkl48fdJwqyjwai1h1AqKZ4JJ 5wEGwTqIYiQLB2sH4eu63H5nSPJb3ME2YH5Gh5CGnBIzUt8sTDiMMcYKr vRsmgFT7dsWpOwvgdeLmpIJytPr2V28Q0zRiEqggWnddJwE/Iwo4FWxW6 qWaJYSOyZB1DZUkYtrPFqfP8LlRBjiMlSkJeKH+nshIpPU0CkxnRGCkV 725+J/XTSG89DMukxSYpMtFYSrMq3ieAx5wxSiIqSGEKm5uxXREFKFg0i qZENzVl9eJ16hf1d27RqVZy9MoolN0hmrIRReoiW5RC3mIogl6Rq/ozXq yXqx362PZWrDymRP0B9bnD20Hkuo=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="9MvNDEu Xz/ArCZ72qLQZMdNLFIs=">AAAB+XicbVBNT8JAEN3iF+JX0aOXjWDCib Rc1BuJHjxiYoUEGrJdtrBhu212pxJS+SlePKjx6j/x5r9xgR4UfMkkL+ /NZGZekAiuwXG+rcLG5tb2TnG3tLd/cHhkl48fdJwqyjwai1h1AqKZ4JJ 5wEGwTqIYiQLB2sH4eu63H5nSPJb3ME2YH5Gh5CGnBIzUt8sTDiMMcYKr vRsmgFT7dsWpOwvgdeLmpIJytPr2V28Q0zRiEqggWnddJwE/Iwo4FWxW6 qWaJYSOyZB1DZUkYtrPFqfP8LlRBjiMlSkJeKH+nshIpPU0CkxnRGCkV 725+J/XTSG89DMukxSYpMtFYSrMq3ieAx5wxSiIqSGEKm5uxXREFKFg0i qZENzVl9eJ16hf1d27RqVZy9MoolN0hmrIRReoiW5RC3mIogl6Rq/ozXq yXqx362PZWrDymRP0B9bnD20Hkuo=</latexit>
Smooth CY Yˆ3
<latexit sha1_base64="40Y4D+Y 2sjjGyR2i661sXAhYtiw=">AAAB/3icbVA9TwJBEN3DL8SvUwsLm41gQk XusFA7EhpLjJ5AgJC9ZYENe7eX3TkTcrnGv2JjocbWv2Hnv3GBKxR8yS Qv781kZp4fCa7Bcb6t3Nr6xuZWfruws7u3f2AfHj1oGSvKPCqFVC2faCZ 4yDzgIFgrUowEvmBNf1Kf+c1HpjSX4T1MI9YLyCjkQ04JGKlvn9wFUsIY 19u41B0TSNppP7lIS3276FScOfAqcTNSRBkaffurO5A0DlgIVBCtO64TQ S8hCjgVLC10Y80iQidkxDqGhiRgupfMH0jxuVEGeCiVqRDwXP09kZBA6 2ngm86AwFgvezPxP68Tw/Cql/AwioGFdLFoGAsMEs/SwAOuGAUxNYRQxc 2tmI6JIhRMZgUTgrv88irxqpXrintbLdbKWRp5dIrOUBm56BLV0A1qIA9 RlKJn9IrerCfrxXq3PhatOSubOUZ/YH3+AMmilVs=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="40Y4D+Y 2sjjGyR2i661sXAhYtiw=">AAAB/3icbVA9TwJBEN3DL8SvUwsLm41gQk XusFA7EhpLjJ5AgJC9ZYENe7eX3TkTcrnGv2JjocbWv2Hnv3GBKxR8yS Qv781kZp4fCa7Bcb6t3Nr6xuZWfruws7u3f2AfHj1oGSvKPCqFVC2faCZ 4yDzgIFgrUowEvmBNf1Kf+c1HpjSX4T1MI9YLyCjkQ04JGKlvn9wFUsIY 19u41B0TSNppP7lIS3276FScOfAqcTNSRBkaffurO5A0DlgIVBCtO64TQ S8hCjgVLC10Y80iQidkxDqGhiRgupfMH0jxuVEGeCiVqRDwXP09kZBA6 2ngm86AwFgvezPxP68Tw/Cql/AwioGFdLFoGAsMEs/SwAOuGAUxNYRQxc 2tmI6JIhRMZgUTgrv88irxqpXrintbLdbKWRp5dIrOUBm56BLV0A1qIA9 RlKJn9IrerCfrxXq3PhatOSubOUZ/YH3+AMmilVs=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="40Y4D+Y 2sjjGyR2i661sXAhYtiw=">AAAB/3icbVA9TwJBEN3DL8SvUwsLm41gQk XusFA7EhpLjJ5AgJC9ZYENe7eX3TkTcrnGv2JjocbWv2Hnv3GBKxR8yS Qv781kZp4fCa7Bcb6t3Nr6xuZWfruws7u3f2AfHj1oGSvKPCqFVC2faCZ 4yDzgIFgrUowEvmBNf1Kf+c1HpjSX4T1MI9YLyCjkQ04JGKlvn9wFUsIY 19u41B0TSNppP7lIS3276FScOfAqcTNSRBkaffurO5A0DlgIVBCtO64TQ S8hCjgVLC10Y80iQidkxDqGhiRgupfMH0jxuVEGeCiVqRDwXP09kZBA6 2ngm86AwFgvezPxP68Tw/Cql/AwioGFdLFoGAsMEs/SwAOuGAUxNYRQxc 2tmI6JIhRMZgUTgrv88irxqpXrintbLdbKWRp5dIrOUBm56BLV0A1qIA9 RlKJn9IrerCfrxXq3PhatOSubOUZ/YH3+AMmilVs=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="40Y4D+Y 2sjjGyR2i661sXAhYtiw=">AAAB/3icbVA9TwJBEN3DL8SvUwsLm41gQk XusFA7EhpLjJ5AgJC9ZYENe7eX3TkTcrnGv2JjocbWv2Hnv3GBKxR8yS Qv781kZp4fCa7Bcb6t3Nr6xuZWfruws7u3f2AfHj1oGSvKPCqFVC2faCZ 4yDzgIFgrUowEvmBNf1Kf+c1HpjSX4T1MI9YLyCjkQ04JGKlvn9wFUsIY 19u41B0TSNppP7lIS3276FScOfAqcTNSRBkaffurO5A0DlgIVBCtO64TQ S8hCjgVLC10Y80iQidkxDqGhiRgupfMH0jxuVEGeCiVqRDwXP09kZBA6 2ngm86AwFgvezPxP68Tw/Cql/AwioGFdLFoGAsMEs/SwAOuGAUxNYRQxc 2tmI6JIhRMZgUTgrv88irxqpXrintbLdbKWRp5dIrOUBm56BLV0A1qIA9 RlKJn9IrerCfrxXq3PhatOSubOUZ/YH3+AMmilVs=</latexit>
Smooth CY Y˜3
<latexit sha1_base64="LM7fPcy t7JN9dYTo7SCx1aJVAYE=">AAACAXicbVA9TwJBEN3DL8Qv1MrYbAQTKn KHhdqR0FhiFMHA5bK37MGGvdvL7pwJuRAb/4qNhRpb/4Wd/8YFrlDwJZ O8vDeTmXl+LLgG2/62ciura+sb+c3C1vbO7l5x/+BOy0RR1qJSSNXxiWa CR6wFHATrxIqR0Bes7Y8aU7/9wJTmMrqFcczckAwiHnBKwEhe8egmlBKG uHGPyz3gos/S+4mXnk3KXrFkV+0Z8DJxMlJCGZpe8avXlzQJWQRUEK27j h2DmxIFnAo2KfQSzWJCR2TAuoZGJGTaTWcvTPCpUfo4kMpUBHim/p5IS aj1OPRNZ0hgqBe9qfif100guHBTHsUJsIjOFwWJwCDxNA/c54pREGNDCF Xc3IrpkChCwaRWMCE4iy8vk1atell1rmuleiVLI4+O0QmqIAedozq6Qk3 UQhQ9omf0it6sJ+vFerc+5q05K5s5RH9gff4AZ4eWRA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="LM7fPcy t7JN9dYTo7SCx1aJVAYE=">AAACAXicbVA9TwJBEN3DL8Qv1MrYbAQTKn KHhdqR0FhiFMHA5bK37MGGvdvL7pwJuRAb/4qNhRpb/4Wd/8YFrlDwJZ O8vDeTmXl+LLgG2/62ciura+sb+c3C1vbO7l5x/+BOy0RR1qJSSNXxiWa CR6wFHATrxIqR0Bes7Y8aU7/9wJTmMrqFcczckAwiHnBKwEhe8egmlBKG uHGPyz3gos/S+4mXnk3KXrFkV+0Z8DJxMlJCGZpe8avXlzQJWQRUEK27j h2DmxIFnAo2KfQSzWJCR2TAuoZGJGTaTWcvTPCpUfo4kMpUBHim/p5IS aj1OPRNZ0hgqBe9qfif100guHBTHsUJsIjOFwWJwCDxNA/c54pREGNDCF Xc3IrpkChCwaRWMCE4iy8vk1atell1rmuleiVLI4+O0QmqIAedozq6Qk3 UQhQ9omf0it6sJ+vFerc+5q05K5s5RH9gff4AZ4eWRA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="LM7fPcy t7JN9dYTo7SCx1aJVAYE=">AAACAXicbVA9TwJBEN3DL8Qv1MrYbAQTKn KHhdqR0FhiFMHA5bK37MGGvdvL7pwJuRAb/4qNhRpb/4Wd/8YFrlDwJZ O8vDeTmXl+LLgG2/62ciura+sb+c3C1vbO7l5x/+BOy0RR1qJSSNXxiWa CR6wFHATrxIqR0Bes7Y8aU7/9wJTmMrqFcczckAwiHnBKwEhe8egmlBKG uHGPyz3gos/S+4mXnk3KXrFkV+0Z8DJxMlJCGZpe8avXlzQJWQRUEK27j h2DmxIFnAo2KfQSzWJCR2TAuoZGJGTaTWcvTPCpUfo4kMpUBHim/p5IS aj1OPRNZ0hgqBe9qfif100guHBTHsUJsIjOFwWJwCDxNA/c54pREGNDCF Xc3IrpkChCwaRWMCE4iy8vk1atell1rmuleiVLI4+O0QmqIAedozq6Qk3 UQhQ9omf0it6sJ+vFerc+5q05K5s5RH9gff4AZ4eWRA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="LM7fPcy t7JN9dYTo7SCx1aJVAYE=">AAACAXicbVA9TwJBEN3DL8Qv1MrYbAQTKn KHhdqR0FhiFMHA5bK37MGGvdvL7pwJuRAb/4qNhRpb/4Wd/8YFrlDwJZ O8vDeTmXl+LLgG2/62ciura+sb+c3C1vbO7l5x/+BOy0RR1qJSSNXxiWa CR6wFHATrxIqR0Bes7Y8aU7/9wJTmMrqFcczckAwiHnBKwEhe8egmlBKG uHGPyz3gos/S+4mXnk3KXrFkV+0Z8DJxMlJCGZpe8avXlzQJWQRUEK27j h2DmxIFnAo2KfQSzWJCR2TAuoZGJGTaTWcvTPCpUfo4kMpUBHim/p5IS aj1OPRNZ0hgqBe9qfif100guHBTHsUJsIjOFwWJwCDxNA/c54pREGNDCF Xc3IrpkChCwaRWMCE4iy8vk1atell1rmuleiVLI4+O0QmqIAedozq6Qk3 UQhQ9omf0it6sJ+vFerc+5q05K5s5RH9gff4AZ4eWRA==</latexit>
with k non-flat fibers
<latexit sha1_base64="lL1Ec5L NMjCjehMw1VOTJna8i3U=">AAACAHicbVA9T8MwFHTKVylfARYkFosWqQ tV0gXYKrEwFonQSm1UOa7TWnWcyH4BVVFZ+CssDIBY+Rls/BvcNgO0nG TpdPdOz++CRHANjvNtFVZW19Y3ipulre2d3T17/+BOx6mizKOxiFU7IJo JLpkHHARrJ4qRKBCsFYyupn7rninNY3kL44T5ERlIHnJKwEg9++iBwxBX RhUsY3kWCgI45IEJ9OyyU3NmwMvEzUkZ5Wj27K9uP6ZpxCRQQbTuuE4Cf kYUcCrYpNRNNUsIHZEB6xgqScS0n80umOBTo/RxGCvzJOCZ+juRkUjrc RSYyYjAUC96U/E/r5NCeOFnXCYpMEnni8JUYIjxtA7c54pREGNDCFXc/B XTIVGEgumgZEpwF09eJl69dllzb+rlRjVvo4iO0QmqIhedowa6Rk3kIYo e0TN6RW/Wk/VivVsf89GClWcO0R9Ynz92eJW8</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="lL1Ec5L NMjCjehMw1VOTJna8i3U=">AAACAHicbVA9T8MwFHTKVylfARYkFosWqQ tV0gXYKrEwFonQSm1UOa7TWnWcyH4BVVFZ+CssDIBY+Rls/BvcNgO0nG TpdPdOz++CRHANjvNtFVZW19Y3ipulre2d3T17/+BOx6mizKOxiFU7IJo JLpkHHARrJ4qRKBCsFYyupn7rninNY3kL44T5ERlIHnJKwEg9++iBwxBX RhUsY3kWCgI45IEJ9OyyU3NmwMvEzUkZ5Wj27K9uP6ZpxCRQQbTuuE4Cf kYUcCrYpNRNNUsIHZEB6xgqScS0n80umOBTo/RxGCvzJOCZ+juRkUjrc RSYyYjAUC96U/E/r5NCeOFnXCYpMEnni8JUYIjxtA7c54pREGNDCFXc/B XTIVGEgumgZEpwF09eJl69dllzb+rlRjVvo4iO0QmqIhedowa6Rk3kIYo e0TN6RW/Wk/VivVsf89GClWcO0R9Ynz92eJW8</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="lL1Ec5L NMjCjehMw1VOTJna8i3U=">AAACAHicbVA9T8MwFHTKVylfARYkFosWqQ tV0gXYKrEwFonQSm1UOa7TWnWcyH4BVVFZ+CssDIBY+Rls/BvcNgO0nG TpdPdOz++CRHANjvNtFVZW19Y3ipulre2d3T17/+BOx6mizKOxiFU7IJo JLpkHHARrJ4qRKBCsFYyupn7rninNY3kL44T5ERlIHnJKwEg9++iBwxBX RhUsY3kWCgI45IEJ9OyyU3NmwMvEzUkZ5Wj27K9uP6ZpxCRQQbTuuE4Cf kYUcCrYpNRNNUsIHZEB6xgqScS0n80umOBTo/RxGCvzJOCZ+juRkUjrc RSYyYjAUC96U/E/r5NCeOFnXCYpMEnni8JUYIjxtA7c54pREGNDCFXc/B XTIVGEgumgZEpwF09eJl69dllzb+rlRjVvo4iO0QmqIhedowa6Rk3kIYo e0TN6RW/Wk/VivVsf89GClWcO0R9Ynz92eJW8</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="lL1Ec5L NMjCjehMw1VOTJna8i3U=">AAACAHicbVA9T8MwFHTKVylfARYkFosWqQ tV0gXYKrEwFonQSm1UOa7TWnWcyH4BVVFZ+CssDIBY+Rls/BvcNgO0nG TpdPdOz++CRHANjvNtFVZW19Y3ipulre2d3T17/+BOx6mizKOxiFU7IJo JLpkHHARrJ4qRKBCsFYyupn7rninNY3kL44T5ERlIHnJKwEg9++iBwxBX RhUsY3kWCgI45IEJ9OyyU3NmwMvEzUkZ5Wj27K9uP6ZpxCRQQbTuuE4Cf kYUcCrYpNRNNUsIHZEB6xgqScS0n80umOBTo/RxGCvzJOCZ+juRkUjrc RSYyYjAUC96U/E/r5NCeOFnXCYpMEnni8JUYIjxtA7c54pREGNDCFXc/B XTIVGEgumgZEpwF09eJl69dllzb+rlRjVvo4iO0QmqIhedowa6Rk3kIYo e0TN6RW/Wk/VivVsf89GClWcO0R9Ynz92eJW8</latexit>
with k extra tensors
<latexit sha1_base64="3MIK3z2 q+Xz+MGMtI7UmMJMad8o=">AAAB/nicbVBNT8JAEN3iF+JX1cSLl41gwo m0XNQbiRePmFghgYZsly1s2Hab3alKKgf/ihcParz6O7z5b1ygBwVfMs nLezOZmRckgmtwnG+rsLK6tr5R3Cxtbe/s7tn7B7dapooyj0ohVTsgmgk eMw84CNZOFCNRIFgrGF1O/dYdU5rL+AbGCfMjMoh5yCkBI/Xso3sOQ1wZ VTB7AEUwsFhLpXt22ak5M+Bl4uakjHI0e/ZXty9pGrEYqCBad1wnAT8jC jgVbFLqppolhI7IgHUMjUnEtJ/N7p/gU6P0cSiVqRjwTP09kZFI63EUm M6IwFAvelPxP6+TQnjuZzxOUvMXnS8KU4FB4mkYuM8VoyDGhhCquLkV0y FRhIKJrGRCcBdfXiZevXZRc6/r5UY1T6OIjtEJqiIXnaEGukJN5CGKHtE zekVv1pP1Yr1bH/PWgpXPHKI/sD5/AIFjlUA=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="3MIK3z2 q+Xz+MGMtI7UmMJMad8o=">AAAB/nicbVBNT8JAEN3iF+JX1cSLl41gwo m0XNQbiRePmFghgYZsly1s2Hab3alKKgf/ihcParz6O7z5b1ygBwVfMs nLezOZmRckgmtwnG+rsLK6tr5R3Cxtbe/s7tn7B7dapooyj0ohVTsgmgk eMw84CNZOFCNRIFgrGF1O/dYdU5rL+AbGCfMjMoh5yCkBI/Xso3sOQ1wZ VTB7AEUwsFhLpXt22ak5M+Bl4uakjHI0e/ZXty9pGrEYqCBad1wnAT8jC jgVbFLqppolhI7IgHUMjUnEtJ/N7p/gU6P0cSiVqRjwTP09kZFI63EUm M6IwFAvelPxP6+TQnjuZzxOUvMXnS8KU4FB4mkYuM8VoyDGhhCquLkV0y FRhIKJrGRCcBdfXiZevXZRc6/r5UY1T6OIjtEJqiIXnaEGukJN5CGKHtE zekVv1pP1Yr1bH/PWgpXPHKI/sD5/AIFjlUA=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="3MIK3z2 q+Xz+MGMtI7UmMJMad8o=">AAAB/nicbVBNT8JAEN3iF+JX1cSLl41gwo m0XNQbiRePmFghgYZsly1s2Hab3alKKgf/ihcParz6O7z5b1ygBwVfMs nLezOZmRckgmtwnG+rsLK6tr5R3Cxtbe/s7tn7B7dapooyj0ohVTsgmgk eMw84CNZOFCNRIFgrGF1O/dYdU5rL+AbGCfMjMoh5yCkBI/Xso3sOQ1wZ VTB7AEUwsFhLpXt22ak5M+Bl4uakjHI0e/ZXty9pGrEYqCBad1wnAT8jC jgVbFLqppolhI7IgHUMjUnEtJ/N7p/gU6P0cSiVqRjwTP09kZFI63EUm M6IwFAvelPxP6+TQnjuZzxOUvMXnS8KU4FB4mkYuM8VoyDGhhCquLkV0y FRhIKJrGRCcBdfXiZevXZRc6/r5UY1T6OIjtEJqiIXnaEGukJN5CGKHtE zekVv1pP1Yr1bH/PWgpXPHKI/sD5/AIFjlUA=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="3MIK3z2 q+Xz+MGMtI7UmMJMad8o=">AAAB/nicbVBNT8JAEN3iF+JX1cSLl41gwo m0XNQbiRePmFghgYZsly1s2Hab3alKKgf/ihcParz6O7z5b1ygBwVfMs nLezOZmRckgmtwnG+rsLK6tr5R3Cxtbe/s7tn7B7dapooyj0ohVTsgmgk eMw84CNZOFCNRIFgrGF1O/dYdU5rL+AbGCfMjMoh5yCkBI/Xso3sOQ1wZ VTB7AEUwsFhLpXt22ak5M+Bl4uakjHI0e/ZXty9pGrEYqCBad1wnAT8jC jgVbFLqppolhI7IgHUMjUnEtJ/N7p/gU6P0cSiVqRjwTP09kZFI63EUm M6IwFAvelPxP6+TQnjuZzxOUvMXnS8KU4FB4mkYuM8VoyDGhhCquLkV0y FRhIKJrGRCcBdfXiZevXZRc6/r5UY1T6OIjtEJqiIXnaEGukJN5CGKHtE zekVv1pP1Yr1bH/PWgpXPHKI/sD5/AIFjlUA=</latexit>
blo
w u
p
<latexit sha1_base64="3U/kwN9wD8H ksJFCNnaFK3JtN2s=">AAAB7XicbVBNTwIxEJ3FL8Qv1KOXRmLCiexyUW8kXjxi4 goJbEi3dKGh2zZtV0M2/AgvHtR49f94899YYA8KvmSSl/dmMjMvVpwZ6/vfXmljc 2t7p7xb2ds/ODyqHp88GJlpQkMiudTdGBvKmaChZZbTrtIUpzGnnXhyM/c7j1QbJ sW9nSoapXgkWMIItk7qxFw+oUwNqjW/4S+A1klQkBoUaA+qX/2hJFlKhSUcG9MLf GWjHGvLCKezSj8zVGEywSPac1TglJooX5w7QxdOGaJEalfCooX6eyLHqTHTNHadK bZjs+rNxf+8XmaTqyhnQmWWCrJclGQcWYnmv6Mh05RYPnUEE83crYiMscbEuoQqL oRg9eV1EjYb143grllr1Ys0ynAG51CHAC6hBbfQhhAITOAZXuHNU96L9+59LFtLX jFzCn/gff4AmlqPMQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="3U/kwN9wD8H ksJFCNnaFK3JtN2s=">AAAB7XicbVBNTwIxEJ3FL8Qv1KOXRmLCiexyUW8kXjxi4 goJbEi3dKGh2zZtV0M2/AgvHtR49f94899YYA8KvmSSl/dmMjMvVpwZ6/vfXmljc 2t7p7xb2ds/ODyqHp88GJlpQkMiudTdGBvKmaChZZbTrtIUpzGnnXhyM/c7j1QbJ sW9nSoapXgkWMIItk7qxFw+oUwNqjW/4S+A1klQkBoUaA+qX/2hJFlKhSUcG9MLf GWjHGvLCKezSj8zVGEywSPac1TglJooX5w7QxdOGaJEalfCooX6eyLHqTHTNHadK bZjs+rNxf+8XmaTqyhnQmWWCrJclGQcWYnmv6Mh05RYPnUEE83crYiMscbEuoQqL oRg9eV1EjYb143grllr1Ys0ynAG51CHAC6hBbfQhhAITOAZXuHNU96L9+59LFtLX jFzCn/gff4AmlqPMQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="3U/kwN9wD8H ksJFCNnaFK3JtN2s=">AAAB7XicbVBNTwIxEJ3FL8Qv1KOXRmLCiexyUW8kXjxi4 goJbEi3dKGh2zZtV0M2/AgvHtR49f94899YYA8KvmSSl/dmMjMvVpwZ6/vfXmljc 2t7p7xb2ds/ODyqHp88GJlpQkMiudTdGBvKmaChZZbTrtIUpzGnnXhyM/c7j1QbJ sW9nSoapXgkWMIItk7qxFw+oUwNqjW/4S+A1klQkBoUaA+qX/2hJFlKhSUcG9MLf GWjHGvLCKezSj8zVGEywSPac1TglJooX5w7QxdOGaJEalfCooX6eyLHqTHTNHadK bZjs+rNxf+8XmaTqyhnQmWWCrJclGQcWYnmv6Mh05RYPnUEE83crYiMscbEuoQqL oRg9eV1EjYb143grllr1Ys0ynAG51CHAC6hBbfQhhAITOAZXuHNU96L9+59LFtLX jFzCn/gff4AmlqPMQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="3U/kwN9wD8H ksJFCNnaFK3JtN2s=">AAAB7XicbVBNTwIxEJ3FL8Qv1KOXRmLCiexyUW8kXjxi4 goJbEi3dKGh2zZtV0M2/AgvHtR49f94899YYA8KvmSSl/dmMjMvVpwZ6/vfXmljc 2t7p7xb2ds/ODyqHp88GJlpQkMiudTdGBvKmaChZZbTrtIUpzGnnXhyM/c7j1QbJ sW9nSoapXgkWMIItk7qxFw+oUwNqjW/4S+A1klQkBoUaA+qX/2hJFlKhSUcG9MLf GWjHGvLCKezSj8zVGEywSPac1TglJooX5w7QxdOGaJEalfCooX6eyLHqTHTNHadK bZjs+rNxf+8XmaTqyhnQmWWCrJclGQcWYnmv6Mh05RYPnUEE83crYiMscbEuoQqL oRg9eV1EjYb143grllr1Ys0ynAG51CHAC6hBbfQhhAITOAZXuHNU96L9+59LFtLX jFzCn/gff4AmlqPMQ==</latexit>
blow up
<latexit sha1_base64="3U/kwN9wD8H ksJFCNnaFK3JtN2s=">AAAB7XicbVBNTwIxEJ3FL8Qv1KOXRmLCiexyUW8kXjxi4 goJbEi3dKGh2zZtV0M2/AgvHtR49f94899YYA8KvmSSl/dmMjMvVpwZ6/vfXmljc 2t7p7xb2ds/ODyqHp88GJlpQkMiudTdGBvKmaChZZbTrtIUpzGnnXhyM/c7j1QbJ sW9nSoapXgkWMIItk7qxFw+oUwNqjW/4S+A1klQkBoUaA+qX/2hJFlKhSUcG9MLf GWjHGvLCKezSj8zVGEywSPac1TglJooX5w7QxdOGaJEalfCooX6eyLHqTHTNHadK bZjs+rNxf+8XmaTqyhnQmWWCrJclGQcWYnmv6Mh05RYPnUEE83crYiMscbEuoQqL oRg9eV1EjYb143grllr1Ys0ynAG51CHAC6hBbfQhhAITOAZXuHNU96L9+59LFtLX jFzCn/gff4AmlqPMQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="3U/kwN9wD8H ksJFCNnaFK3JtN2s=">AAAB7XicbVBNTwIxEJ3FL8Qv1KOXRmLCiexyUW8kXjxi4 goJbEi3dKGh2zZtV0M2/AgvHtR49f94899YYA8KvmSSl/dmMjMvVpwZ6/vfXmljc 2t7p7xb2ds/ODyqHp88GJlpQkMiudTdGBvKmaChZZbTrtIUpzGnnXhyM/c7j1QbJ sW9nSoapXgkWMIItk7qxFw+oUwNqjW/4S+A1klQkBoUaA+qX/2hJFlKhSUcG9MLf GWjHGvLCKezSj8zVGEywSPac1TglJooX5w7QxdOGaJEalfCooX6eyLHqTHTNHadK bZjs+rNxf+8XmaTqyhnQmWWCrJclGQcWYnmv6Mh05RYPnUEE83crYiMscbEuoQqL oRg9eV1EjYb143grllr1Ys0ynAG51CHAC6hBbfQhhAITOAZXuHNU96L9+59LFtLX jFzCn/gff4AmlqPMQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="3U/kwN9wD8H ksJFCNnaFK3JtN2s=">AAAB7XicbVBNTwIxEJ3FL8Qv1KOXRmLCiexyUW8kXjxi4 goJbEi3dKGh2zZtV0M2/AgvHtR49f94899YYA8KvmSSl/dmMjMvVpwZ6/vfXmljc 2t7p7xb2ds/ODyqHp88GJlpQkMiudTdGBvKmaChZZbTrtIUpzGnnXhyM/c7j1QbJ sW9nSoapXgkWMIItk7qxFw+oUwNqjW/4S+A1klQkBoUaA+qX/2hJFlKhSUcG9MLf GWjHGvLCKezSj8zVGEywSPac1TglJooX5w7QxdOGaJEalfCooX6eyLHqTHTNHadK bZjs+rNxf+8XmaTqyhnQmWWCrJclGQcWYnmv6Mh05RYPnUEE83crYiMscbEuoQqL oRg9eV1EjYb143grllr1Ys0ynAG51CHAC6hBbfQhhAITOAZXuHNU96L9+59LFtLX jFzCn/gff4AmlqPMQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="3U/kwN9wD8H ksJFCNnaFK3JtN2s=">AAAB7XicbVBNTwIxEJ3FL8Qv1KOXRmLCiexyUW8kXjxi4 goJbEi3dKGh2zZtV0M2/AgvHtR49f94899YYA8KvmSSl/dmMjMvVpwZ6/vfXmljc 2t7p7xb2ds/ODyqHp88GJlpQkMiudTdGBvKmaChZZbTrtIUpzGnnXhyM/c7j1QbJ sW9nSoapXgkWMIItk7qxFw+oUwNqjW/4S+A1klQkBoUaA+qX/2hJFlKhSUcG9MLf GWjHGvLCKezSj8zVGEywSPac1TglJooX5w7QxdOGaJEalfCooX6eyLHqTHTNHadK bZjs+rNxf+8XmaTqyhnQmWWCrJclGQcWYnmv6Mh05RYPnUEE83crYiMscbEuoQqL oRg9eV1EjYb143grllr1Ys0ynAG51CHAC6hBbfQhhAITOAZXuHNU96L9+59LFtLX jFzCn/gff4AmlqPMQ==</latexit>
in
fib
er
<latexit sha1_base64="5hA1ctG4sh1 4L+GAqJXf/453N0k=">AAAB7nicbVBNT8JAEJ3iF+IX6tHLRmLCibRc1BuJF4+YW CGBhmyXKWzYbuvu1oQ0/AkvHtR49fd489+4QA8KvmSSl/dmMjMvTAXXxnW/ndLG5 tb2Tnm3srd/cHhUPT550EmmGPosEYnqhlSj4BJ9w43AbqqQxqHATji5mfudJ1SaJ /LeTFMMYjqSPOKMGit1uSQRD1ENqjW34S5A1olXkBoUaA+qX/1hwrIYpWGCat3z3 NQEOVWGM4GzSj/TmFI2oSPsWSppjDrIF/fOyIVVhiRKlC1pyEL9PZHTWOtpHNrOm JqxXvXm4n9eLzPRVZBzmWYGJVsuijJBTELmz5MhV8iMmFpCmeL2VsLGVFFmbEQVG 4K3+vI68ZuN64Z316y16kUaZTiDc6iDB5fQgltogw8MBDzDK7w5j86L8+58LFtLT jFzCn/gfP4AKvuPgQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5hA1ctG4sh1 4L+GAqJXf/453N0k=">AAAB7nicbVBNT8JAEJ3iF+IX6tHLRmLCibRc1BuJF4+YW CGBhmyXKWzYbuvu1oQ0/AkvHtR49fd489+4QA8KvmSSl/dmMjMvTAXXxnW/ndLG5 tb2Tnm3srd/cHhUPT550EmmGPosEYnqhlSj4BJ9w43AbqqQxqHATji5mfudJ1SaJ /LeTFMMYjqSPOKMGit1uSQRD1ENqjW34S5A1olXkBoUaA+qX/1hwrIYpWGCat3z3 NQEOVWGM4GzSj/TmFI2oSPsWSppjDrIF/fOyIVVhiRKlC1pyEL9PZHTWOtpHNrOm JqxXvXm4n9eLzPRVZBzmWYGJVsuijJBTELmz5MhV8iMmFpCmeL2VsLGVFFmbEQVG 4K3+vI68ZuN64Z316y16kUaZTiDc6iDB5fQgltogw8MBDzDK7w5j86L8+58LFtLT jFzCn/gfP4AKvuPgQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5hA1ctG4sh1 4L+GAqJXf/453N0k=">AAAB7nicbVBNT8JAEJ3iF+IX6tHLRmLCibRc1BuJF4+YW CGBhmyXKWzYbuvu1oQ0/AkvHtR49fd489+4QA8KvmSSl/dmMjMvTAXXxnW/ndLG5 tb2Tnm3srd/cHhUPT550EmmGPosEYnqhlSj4BJ9w43AbqqQxqHATji5mfudJ1SaJ /LeTFMMYjqSPOKMGit1uSQRD1ENqjW34S5A1olXkBoUaA+qX/1hwrIYpWGCat3z3 NQEOVWGM4GzSj/TmFI2oSPsWSppjDrIF/fOyIVVhiRKlC1pyEL9PZHTWOtpHNrOm JqxXvXm4n9eLzPRVZBzmWYGJVsuijJBTELmz5MhV8iMmFpCmeL2VsLGVFFmbEQVG 4K3+vI68ZuN64Z316y16kUaZTiDc6iDB5fQgltogw8MBDzDK7w5j86L8+58LFtLT jFzCn/gfP4AKvuPgQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5hA1ctG4sh1 4L+GAqJXf/453N0k=">AAAB7nicbVBNT8JAEJ3iF+IX6tHLRmLCibRc1BuJF4+YW CGBhmyXKWzYbuvu1oQ0/AkvHtR49fd489+4QA8KvmSSl/dmMjMvTAXXxnW/ndLG5 tb2Tnm3srd/cHhUPT550EmmGPosEYnqhlSj4BJ9w43AbqqQxqHATji5mfudJ1SaJ /LeTFMMYjqSPOKMGit1uSQRD1ENqjW34S5A1olXkBoUaA+qX/1hwrIYpWGCat3z3 NQEOVWGM4GzSj/TmFI2oSPsWSppjDrIF/fOyIVVhiRKlC1pyEL9PZHTWOtpHNrOm JqxXvXm4n9eLzPRVZBzmWYGJVsuijJBTELmz5MhV8iMmFpCmeL2VsLGVFFmbEQVG 4K3+vI68ZuN64Z316y16kUaZTiDc6iDB5fQgltogw8MBDzDK7w5j86L8+58LFtLT jFzCn/gfP4AKvuPgQ==</latexit>
in base
<latexit sha1_base64="ENqz2gRtX0t SbrUAO5v3dvxqaR0=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+VT16WSxCTyXpRb0VvHisY KzQhrLZbtqlm03YfRFK6I/w4kHFq//Hm//GTZuDtg4sDDNv2PcmTKUw6LrfTmVjc 2t7p7pb29s/ODyqH588mCTTjPsskYl+DKnhUijuo0DJH1PNaRxK3gunN4Xfe+Lai ETd4yzlQUzHSkSCUbRSTyhSpIf1httyFyDrxCtJA0p0h/WvwShhWcwVMkmN6Xtui kFONQom+bw2yAxPKZvSMe9bqmjMTZAv1p2TC6uMSJRo+xSShfo7kdPYmFkc2smY4 sSseoX4n9fPMLoKcqHSDLliy4+iTBJMSHE7GQnNGcqZJZRpYXclbEI1ZWgbqtkSv NWT14nfbl23vLt2o9Ms26jCGZxDEzy4hA7cQhd8YDCFZ3iFNyd1Xpx352M5WnHKz Cn8gfP5A16ejwo=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ENqz2gRtX0t SbrUAO5v3dvxqaR0=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+VT16WSxCTyXpRb0VvHisY KzQhrLZbtqlm03YfRFK6I/w4kHFq//Hm//GTZuDtg4sDDNv2PcmTKUw6LrfTmVjc 2t7p7pb29s/ODyqH588mCTTjPsskYl+DKnhUijuo0DJH1PNaRxK3gunN4Xfe+Lai ETd4yzlQUzHSkSCUbRSTyhSpIf1httyFyDrxCtJA0p0h/WvwShhWcwVMkmN6Xtui kFONQom+bw2yAxPKZvSMe9bqmjMTZAv1p2TC6uMSJRo+xSShfo7kdPYmFkc2smY4 sSseoX4n9fPMLoKcqHSDLliy4+iTBJMSHE7GQnNGcqZJZRpYXclbEI1ZWgbqtkSv NWT14nfbl23vLt2o9Ms26jCGZxDEzy4hA7cQhd8YDCFZ3iFNyd1Xpx352M5WnHKz Cn8gfP5A16ejwo=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ENqz2gRtX0t SbrUAO5v3dvxqaR0=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+VT16WSxCTyXpRb0VvHisY KzQhrLZbtqlm03YfRFK6I/w4kHFq//Hm//GTZuDtg4sDDNv2PcmTKUw6LrfTmVjc 2t7p7pb29s/ODyqH588mCTTjPsskYl+DKnhUijuo0DJH1PNaRxK3gunN4Xfe+Lai ETd4yzlQUzHSkSCUbRSTyhSpIf1httyFyDrxCtJA0p0h/WvwShhWcwVMkmN6Xtui kFONQom+bw2yAxPKZvSMe9bqmjMTZAv1p2TC6uMSJRo+xSShfo7kdPYmFkc2smY4 sSseoX4n9fPMLoKcqHSDLliy4+iTBJMSHE7GQnNGcqZJZRpYXclbEI1ZWgbqtkSv NWT14nfbl23vLt2o9Ms26jCGZxDEzy4hA7cQhd8YDCFZ3iFNyd1Xpx352M5WnHKz Cn8gfP5A16ejwo=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ENqz2gRtX0t SbrUAO5v3dvxqaR0=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+VT16WSxCTyXpRb0VvHisY KzQhrLZbtqlm03YfRFK6I/w4kHFq//Hm//GTZuDtg4sDDNv2PcmTKUw6LrfTmVjc 2t7p7pb29s/ODyqH588mCTTjPsskYl+DKnhUijuo0DJH1PNaRxK3gunN4Xfe+Lai ETd4yzlQUzHSkSCUbRSTyhSpIf1httyFyDrxCtJA0p0h/WvwShhWcwVMkmN6Xtui kFONQom+bw2yAxPKZvSMe9bqmjMTZAv1p2TC6uMSJRo+xSShfo7kdPYmFkc2smY4 sSseoX4n9fPMLoKcqHSDLliy4+iTBJMSHE7GQnNGcqZJZRpYXclbEI1ZWgbqtkSv NWT14nfbl23vLt2o9Ms26jCGZxDEzy4hA7cQhd8YDCFZ3iFNyd1Xpx352M5WnHKz Cn8gfP5A16ejwo=</latexit>
CS
<latexit sha1_b ase64="yQYV7JTURK3QKxKZ2xlPd aTH74o=">AAAB6HicbVA9TwJBEJ3 DL8Qv1NJmIzGhInc0akdCY4kfJyRw IXvLHmzY27vszpkQwj+wsVBj60+y 89+4wBUKvmSSl/dmMjMvTKUw6LrfT mFjc2t7p7hb2ts/ODwqH588miTTj PsskYnuhNRwKRT3UaDknVRzGoeSt 8Nxc+63n7g2IlEPOEl5ENOhEpFgFK 1017zvlytuzV2ArBMvJxXI0eqXv3 qDhGUxV8gkNabruSkGU6pRMMlnpV 5meErZmA5511JFY26C6eLSGbmwyoB EibalkCzU3xNTGhsziUPbGVMcmVV vLv7ndTOMroKpUGmGXLHloiiTBBMy f5sMhOYM5cQSyrSwtxI2opoytOGU bAje6svrxK/Xrmvebb3SqOZpFOEM zqEKHlxCA26gBT4wiOAZXuHNGTsvz rvzsWwtOPnMKfyB8/kDnq2M3A==< /latexit><latexit sha1_b ase64="yQYV7JTURK3QKxKZ2xlPd aTH74o=">AAAB6HicbVA9TwJBEJ3 DL8Qv1NJmIzGhInc0akdCY4kfJyRw IXvLHmzY27vszpkQwj+wsVBj60+y 89+4wBUKvmSSl/dmMjMvTKUw6LrfT mFjc2t7p7hb2ts/ODwqH588miTTj PsskYnuhNRwKRT3UaDknVRzGoeSt 8Nxc+63n7g2IlEPOEl5ENOhEpFgFK 1017zvlytuzV2ArBMvJxXI0eqXv3 qDhGUxV8gkNabruSkGU6pRMMlnpV 5meErZmA5511JFY26C6eLSGbmwyoB EibalkCzU3xNTGhsziUPbGVMcmVV vLv7ndTOMroKpUGmGXLHloiiTBBMy f5sMhOYM5cQSyrSwtxI2opoytOGU bAje6svrxK/Xrmvebb3SqOZpFOEM zqEKHlxCA26gBT4wiOAZXuHNGTsvz rvzsWwtOPnMKfyB8/kDnq2M3A==< /latexit><latexit sha1_b ase64="yQYV7JTURK3QKxKZ2xlPd aTH74o=">AAAB6HicbVA9TwJBEJ3 DL8Qv1NJmIzGhInc0akdCY4kfJyRw IXvLHmzY27vszpkQwj+wsVBj60+y 89+4wBUKvmSSl/dmMjMvTKUw6LrfT mFjc2t7p7hb2ts/ODwqH588miTTj PsskYnuhNRwKRT3UaDknVRzGoeSt 8Nxc+63n7g2IlEPOEl5ENOhEpFgFK 1017zvlytuzV2ArBMvJxXI0eqXv3 qDhGUxV8gkNabruSkGU6pRMMlnpV 5meErZmA5511JFY26C6eLSGbmwyoB EibalkCzU3xNTGhsziUPbGVMcmVV vLv7ndTOMroKpUGmGXLHloiiTBBMy f5sMhOYM5cQSyrSwtxI2opoytOGU bAje6svrxK/Xrmvebb3SqOZpFOEM zqEKHlxCA26gBT4wiOAZXuHNGTsvz rvzsWwtOPnMKfyB8/kDnq2M3A==< /latexit><latexit sha1_b ase64="yQYV7JTURK3QKxKZ2xlPd aTH74o=">AAAB6HicbVA9TwJBEJ3 DL8Qv1NJmIzGhInc0akdCY4kfJyRw IXvLHmzY27vszpkQwj+wsVBj60+y 89+4wBUKvmSSl/dmMjMvTKUw6LrfT mFjc2t7p7hb2ts/ODwqH588miTTj PsskYnuhNRwKRT3UaDknVRzGoeSt 8Nxc+63n7g2IlEPOEl5ENOhEpFgFK 1017zvlytuzV2ArBMvJxXI0eqXv3 qDhGUxV8gkNabruSkGU6pRMMlnpV 5meErZmA5511JFY26C6eLSGbmwyoB EibalkCzU3xNTGhsziUPbGVMcmVV vLv7ndTOMroKpUGmGXLHloiiTBBMy f5sMhOYM5cQSyrSwtxI2opoytOGU bAje6svrxK/Xrmvebb3SqOZpFOEM zqEKHlxCA26gBT4wiOAZXuHNGTsvz rvzsWwtOPnMKfyB8/kDnq2M3A==< /latexit>
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Figure 4: Summary of the two transitions. After tuning the complex structure of Y3 to obtain
Y3,sing, we can either add another vertex f to the top such that we get k SCP points in Yˆ3, or
we can blowup the base k times, which leads to k new tensor multiplets in Y˜3.
are associated to the additional SCPs appearing after the tuning of the complex
structure.
refore, the first part of the transition to a singular model is summarized by the fol-
lowing steps. One starts with a certain top ∆ encoding the presence of a non-Abelian
gauge algebra G. One then performs a blow-up leading to an additional vertex fi at
height one for the new top ∆ˆ. The modified top now contains an additional interior
point fi. Since interior points do not intersect the Calabi-Yau in codimension one, the
divisor associated to fi cannot be a resolution divisor of the ADE singularity anymore.
Moreover, we demand that the codimension-one singularity over Z remains unchanged,
i.e. that fi has the same intersections as fi before in order to not change the gauge alge-
bra. Also, the two-dimensional polygon at height zero is not altered, so the full gauge
algebra remains unchanged.
In the description of a singular Weierstrass model, this blow-up procedure can be
formulated as a modified factorization of the sections di, see Section 4.1,
di → zmi0 di . (134)
The tuning of the coefficients necessary to induce this new factorization corresponds to
a complex structure deformation. This transition is reminiscent of a conifold transition
in the following sense: We start with a complex structure deformation, such the Calabi-
Yau Y3,sing becomes singular with k singular (4, 6, 12) fibers in codimension two in the
base. We then perform a blow-up by adding a vertex to ♦ in such a way that a former
vertex f of ∆ becomes an interior point to a face of ∆ , resulting in a smooth manifold
Yˆ3. The single point f does not intersect Yˆ3 in codimension one in the base but exactly
k times in codimension two, leading to a non-flat fiber. The interior point f thus
contributes k non-toric Ka¨hler deformations.
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The second way to obtain another smooth 3-fold Y˜3 is by blowing up the k inter-
section points in the base B directly by introducing k additional vertices in ♦ in the
base of the fibration, which corresponds to the construction outlined in Section 2.2.
This induces k toric divisors Ea with a ∈ {1, . . . , k} resulting in a smooth fibration
with no non-flat fibers and a well-defined 6d SUGRA limit. Finally, there exists also a
transition from Yˆ3 with k non-flat fibers to Y˜3 by the same blow-up procedure. In this
way, the k non-toric Ka¨hler deformations of the non-flat fibers get exchanged for toric
ones in the base. Both ways are summarized in Figure 4
4.4 Rational sections in toric hypersurfaces
Now that we discussed the realizations of tensor-matter transitions in toric hypersurface
models, we can investigate the change in the rational sections and especially the Abelian
anomaly coefficients of these models during the transition.
The homogeneous coordinates of the zero section s0 and the rational sections si are
given by polynomial equations in the sections sˆa parameterizing the base-dependence
of the fiber ambient space12. We denote the coordinates by
s0 : [P
0
1 (sˆa) : ... : P
0
k (sˆa)] , si : [P
i
1(sˆa) : ... : P
i
k(sˆa)] , (135)
where k is the number of coordinates describing the toric ambient space of the fiber.
In order to evaluate the quantities σαi0 and σ
α
ij appearing in the Abelian anomaly coef-
ficients, we have to solve equations of the type
σαi0 : [P
0
1 (sˆa) : ... : P
0
k (sˆa)]
∣∣
Hα
= [P i1(sˆa) : ... : P
i
k(sˆa)]
∣∣
Hα
,
σαij : [P
i
1(sˆa) : ... : P
i
k(sˆa)]
∣∣
Hα
= [P j1 (sˆa) : ... : P
j
k (sˆa)]
∣∣
Hα
.
(136)
Both sides are restricted to the base divisor Hα in order to yield the corresponding
coefficient with index α. In general, these equations simplify to a single polynomial
equation depending on the sections sˆa [53],
Pˆ (sˆa)
∣∣
Hα
= 0 . (137)
Including a top that corresponds to a non-Abelian gauge algebra G induces the factor-
ization discussed in (124) and can lead to a factorization of the polynomial Pˆ in terms
12Since both the rational sections s and the toric sections sˆ appear here, we additionally distinguish
them by using indices i and a, respectively.
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of z0 and the remaining base coordinates. Similarly, after complex structure deforma-
tions, the sections da factorize further, see (134), which leads to possible modifications
in σ˜αi0 and σ˜
α
ij as discussed at the end of Section 2.2. However, since the factorization
only involves the coordinate z0 which corresponds to the base divisor Z = bαHα, we
see that the additional terms have to be proportional to bα,
(σ˜αi0 − σαi0) ∝ bα , (σ˜αij − σαij) ∝ bα . (138)
Similarly, the modification of the coefficients cij only contributes via b
α and in the toric
hypersurface models we find in the notation of (55) that
∆bαii = κiib
α , ∆bαij = κijb
α , (139)
The coefficients ∆bai0 and ∆b
a
ij can be constrained in a similar way by considering
the base blow-up. However, as explained in Section 3.1, they are not needed for our
discussion.
Furthermore, it turns out that the factorization in all our toric examples does not
change the coefficients σαi0 and σ
α
ij. This can be seen by studying the factorization of
the polynomials Pˆ (sˆa)
∣∣
Hα
with respect to the complex structure deformation leading
to SCPs. Moreover, in the toric examples of the tensor-matter transitions discussed in
this paper, the blow-up in the top does not modify the intersections of the Shioda map
with respect to the curve over the non-Abelian divisor Z. Hence, also the cij gener-
ically remain unchanged in toric constructions. These considerations allow a further
restriction of the Abelian charges of matter states involved in tensor-matter transitions.
Even though for general models the change in the Abelian anomaly coefficients has to
be checked on a case by case basis, it is satisfied in all our toric hypersurface examples.
5 Examples
The following examples are F-theory realizations of six-dimensional supergravity theo-
ries coupled to a collection of non-Abelian gauge algebras as well as Abelian (discrete)
symmetries. The non-Abelian gauge algebras are mostly constructed via tops over
generic bases. For each example we discuss transitions towards a theory with SCPs
that can be obtained by a toric conifold transition such that the resulting top admits
a face with a point in its interior, as was discussed in Section 4.
The examples we pick have increasingly higher rank gauge algebras and individu-
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ally demonstrate some unique features. The first example we construct in Section 5.1
is an SU(3) theory coupled to a Z3 discrete gauge theory, where the SCP conifold tunes
points of vanishing order ord(2, 2, 4) to SCPs with vanishing order ord(4, 6, 12). The
subsequent resolution of the SCPs involves matter charged in the fundamental repre-
sentation of SU(3) as well as discretely charged and neutral singlets. Next, we discuss
an SU(5)×SU(2)×U(1) example in Section 5.2 and an SO(10)×U(1)×Z2 example in
Section 5.3, the latter of which features again discretely charged singlets. After that,
we discuss in Section 5.4 two different transitions within an E6 × U(1)2 theory dis-
tinguished by different U(1) charged matter originating from non-homologous non-flat
fiber points. Finally, we discuss E7 theories in Section 5.5, which involve a neutral half-
hypermultiplet in the representation 56 as well as non-flat fiber points with several
points in one face.
5.1 SU(3)×Z3 transitions
In this section we discuss an SCP transition within a toric theory containing an SU(3)
gauge algebra since this is the minimal transition that we can engineer within toric
geometry. For simplicity, we choose the cubic in P2 as the ambient space of the generic
fiber, which is a genus-one curve and admits a discrete Z3 symmetry. The respective
polytopes before and after the transition are shown in Figure 5. The base-independent
spectrum is given in Table 1. The hypersurface equation obtained from the polytope
leads to a factorization of the ten sections sˆi of the cubic, cf. (A.4),
sˆ1 = f0d1 , sˆ2 = d2f0f2 , sˆ3 = d3f0f
2
2 , sˆ4 = d4f0f
3
2 , sˆ5 = d5f0f1 ,
sˆ6 = d6 , sˆ7 = d7f2 , sˆ8 = d8f0f
2
1 , sˆ9 = d9f1 , sˆ10 = d10f0f
3
1 ,
(140)
where we choose f0 as the affine node of SU(3). The discrete charges can be computed
by the discrete Shioda map,
σ(s(3)) = [u] + [f1] + [f2] , with σ(s
(3)) · ([f0], [f1], [f2]) = (3, 0, 0) . (141)
To find the matter loci, we use the Jacobian of the cubic as well as the induced factor-
ization after blow down of all curves (f0, f1, f2)→ (z0, 1, 1) and check the discriminant.
The discrete charges of SU(3) matter originate from the intersections of σ(s(3)) with
the irreducible components of the smooth fiber in codimension two. We point out
that the locus d6 = z0 corresponds to a (2, 2, 4) locus that does not contribute any
charged matter. Finally, we compute the neutral singlets via the base-independent
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f3
f3
vertices
w (−1, 0, 0)
v (0, 1, 0)
u (1,−1, 0)
f0 (0,0,1)
f1 (−1, 0, 1)
f2 (0, 1, 1)
f3 (1,−1, 1)
Figure 5: The SU(3) top polytopes over F1 before (upper figure) and after (lower figure)
the transition. Simplified depictions of the polytope are shown on the left, where vertices
at height one are drawn as blue circles and points internal to facets are drawn as filled blue
circles. The toric blow-up by f3 leaves the vertex f0 in a face.
locus ord(f, g,∆) Multiplicity R
z0 = 0 (0, 0, 3) 1 +
1
2Z(Z −K−1B )) (1,8)0
d1 = z0 = 0 (0, 0, 4) (3K
−1
B − S7 − S9 −Z)Z 30
−d4d36 + d3d26d7
−d2d6d27 + d1d37
= z0 = 0
(0, 0, 4) (2S7 − S9 −Z + 3K−1B )Z 31
−d10d36 + d26d8d9
−d5d6d29 + d1d39
= z0 = 0
(0, 0, 4) (2S9 − S7 −Z + 3K−1B )Z 32
d6 = z0 = 0 (2, 2, 4) K
−1
B Z (−)
V (I(1)) p.25 in [53] (0, 0, 2)
1− 28(K−1B )2 − 3S7S9 − 3K−1B (S7 + S9)
+3(S27 + S29 ) + 17K−1B Z − 5Z2
11
h2,1(X) + 1 -
11(K−1B )
2 − 3K−1B (S7 + S9 + 3Z)
+3(S27 − S7S9 + S29 + Z2) + 14
10
Table 1: Base-independent matter spectrum for the upper polytope in Figure 5.
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Euler number,
χ = −6(4(K−1B )2 + S29 − S9S7 + S27 + Z2 −K−1B (S9 + S7 + 3Z)) . (142)
The transition towards the second top can be performed by adding f3 = (1,−1, 1) to
the top, which results in f0 becoming an interior point of a face. In terms of the singular
geometry, this amounts to a tuning (d7, d9)→ (d7z0, d9z0). We can read off the change
of the matter spectrum from Table 1 by imposing this factorization. The various non-
toric 3-plet loci become toric, inducing a change in their multiplicity. Moreover, these
loci contribute additional powers of d6, such that the (2, 2, 4) locus enhances to an SCP
with vanishing order (4, 6, 12) with multiplicity
nSCP = K
−1
B Z . (143)
Due to the two tunings in d7 and d9, we loose two complex structure degrees of freedom
per SCP. This statement is confirmed by the computation of the difference in Euler
and Hodge numbers,
(∆χ,∆h1,1,∆h2,1) = (6, 1,−2)× nSCP . (144)
The difference in h1,1 comes from non-toric Ka¨hler deformations associated to the addi-
tional non-flat fiber points. Hence, we obtain the total change of the matter spectrum
∆S = −(3× 31 ⊕ 3× 32 ⊕ 9× 11 ⊕ 2× 10)× nSCP . (145)
The change in the matter spectrum matches perfectly the general considerations in
Section 3.3. Moreover, we find that mainly discretely charged matter is lost in this
example. As also noted in [13], it would be desirable to link the absence of those
singlets to discrete anomaly cancellation.
5.2 SU(5)×SU(2)×U(1) transitions
Next, we discuss a toric example of an SCP transition within an SU(5) gauge algebra.
We consider again one of the toric resolved models that have been classified in [54]. We
start with an SU(5) top over the polygon F6 with an SU(2)×U(1) gauge symmetry as
has been considered already in [19,20]. The polytope before and after the transition is
given in Figure 6. The factorization is given by
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f5
f5
vertices
v (−1,−1, 0)
e1 (−1, 0, 0)
u (0, 1, 0)
e2 (−1, 1, 0)
w (1, 0, 0)
f0 (0, 0, 1)
f1 (−1, 0, 1)
f2 (−1,−1, 1)
f3 (0,−1,1)
f4 (1,−1, 1)
f5 (−1,−2, 1)
Figure 6: The SU(5) top polytopes over F6 before (upper figure) and after (lower figure) the
transition. Simplified depictions of the polytope are shown on the left with vertices at height
one as blue circles. The toric blow-up by f5 leaves one vertex f3 in a face.
sˆ1 = d1f
3
0 f
4
2 f
2
3 f4 , sˆ2 = d2f
2
0 f
3
2 f
2
3 f4 , sˆ3 = d3f0f
2
2 f
2
3 f4 , sˆ4 = d4f2f
2
3 f4 ,
sˆ5 = d5f0f2 , sˆ6 = d6 , sˆ7 = d7f3f4f5 , sˆ8 = d8f0f4f
2
5 ,
(146)
where f0 denotes the affine node which we use in order to obtain the shift of the sections
di by the SU(5) divisor Z. Due to the intersection of the rational sections with the
SU(5) divisors, the Shioda map reads
σ(s1) = [u]− [e2] + 12 [e1]−K−1B − S7 − 15 (4[f1] + 3[f2] + 2[f3] + [f4]) . (147)
Hence we have fractional U(1) charges for the SU(5) representations. The neutral
hypermultiplets can be computed from the complex structure deformations which we
obtain from the base-independent expression for the Euler number of the full 3-fold,
χ =− 2(12(K−1B )2 + 4S27 − 3S7S9 + 2S29 + 5S7Z
+ S9Z + 8Z2 − 2K−1B (2(S7 + S9) + 9Z)) .
(148)
The full spectrum is summarized in Table 2. It is consistent with all 6d anomaly
conditions. The second model given in Figure 6 can be obtained by adding the vertex
f5 = (−1,−2, 1) to the polytope such that the vertex f3 = (0,−1, 1) becomes an interior
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locus ord(f, g,∆) multiplicity R
z0 = 0 (0, 0, 5) 1 +
1
2Z(Z −K−1B ) (1,24)0
d4 = z0 = 0 (0, 0, 6) (2S7 − S9)Z (1,5)−4/5
d6 = z0 = 0 (2, 3, 7) K
−1
B Z (1,10)−3/5
d7 = z0 = 0 (0, 0, 6) S7Z (1,5)6/5
d4d
3
5 − d3d25d6
+d2d5d
2
6 − d1d36
= z0 = 0
(0, 0, 6) (6K−1B − S7 − S9 − 3Z)Z (1,5)1/5
d8 = z0 = 0 (0, 0, 8) (K
−1
B − S7 + S9 −Z)Z (2,5)3/10
d8 = d7 = 0 (0, 0, 3) S7(K−1B − S7 + S9 −Z) (2,1)−3/2
d4 = d7 = 0 (0, 0, 2) S7(2S7 − S9) (1,1)2
V (I(2)) p.48 in [53] (0, 0, 3)
(6K−1B + S7 − 2S9 − 3Z)
×(K−1B − S7 + S9 −Z)
(2,1)1/2
V (I(4)) p.48 in [53] (0, 0, 2)
6(K−1B )
2 +K−1B (13S7 − 5S9 − 3Z)
−(3S7 − S9)(S7 + S9 + 3Z) (1,1)1
d8 = 0 (0, 0, 2)
1 + 12(S9 −Z − S7)×
(K−1B − S7 + S9 −Z)
(3,1)0
h2,1(X) + 1 -
18 + 11(K−1B )
2 + 4S27 − 3S7S9
+2S29 + 5S7Z + S9Z + 8Z2
−2K−1B (2(S7 + S9) + 9Z)
10
Table 2: Base-independent matter spectrum for the upper polytope in Figure 6.
point of a face and a (4, 6, 12) singularity at d6 = z0 = 0 is created with multiplicity
nSCP = K
−1
B Z . (149)
In terms of the factorized singular model, this change is achieved by tuning d5 → d5z0
followed by a resolution. In this way, one sees that the non-toric locus of the matter
representation (1,5)1/5 changes in the following way:
(d4d
3
5 − d3d25d6 + d2d5d26 − d1d36)→ (d4d35z30 − d3d25d6z20 + d2d5d26z0 − d1d36) . (150)
Hence, over z0 = 0 the above ideal becomes reducible into two toric loci d1 = 0 and
d6 = 0. The (1,5)1/5-plets can be found at d1 = 0. The additional three powers of
d6 = 0 enhance the (2, 3, 7) locus of the (1,10)−3/5-plet states to (4, 6, 12) points. Also
the total topological numbers change as
(∆χ,∆h1,1,∆h2,1) = (4, 1,−1)× nSCP , (151)
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f4 f4
vertices
t (1, 0, 0)
x (−1, 0, 0)
s (0,−1, 0)
y (0, 1, 0)
f0 (0, 0, 1)
f1 (0, 1, 1)
f2 (1,0,1)
f3 (1, 1, 1)
g1 (0, 1, 2)
g2 (1, 1, 2)
f4 (−1, 1, 1)
Figure 7: The SO(10) tops over F2 before (upper figure) and after (lower figure) the transition.
Simplified depictions of the polytope are given on the left with vertices at height one as blue
circles and vertices at height two as red squares. The toric blow-up by f4 leaves the former
vertex f2 as an interior point of a face.
which we can use to compute the total change of the neutral spectrum. Using resultant
techniques we thus obtain a total change in the matter spectrum,
∆S = −((1,10)−3/5 ⊕ 3× (1,5)1/5 ⊕ 3× (1,1)1 ⊕ (1,1)0)× nSCP , (152)
which is consistent with the constraints of global tensor-matter transitions with gauge
algebra SU(5) discussed in Section 3.2. Since the transition satisfies the additional
assumption (65), the U(1) charges match the constraints presented in Section 3.2 as
well.
5.3 SO(10)×U(1)×Z2 transitions
In this section we consider an SCP transition within a toric model with gauge al-
gebra SO(10)×U(1)×Z2. These models can be obtained from SO(10) tops over the
polytope F2, i.e. SO(10) resolved models with a generic torus fibration described as
a hypersurface in the ambient space given by the Hirzebruch surface F0. This model
has been constructed in [23], which we refer to for further details. The vertices of the
top are summarized in Figure 7 and the matter spectrum is presented in Table 3. For
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convenience, we repeat the base-independent Euler number here,
χ =− 24(K−1B )2 + 8K−1B S7 − 4S27 + 8K−1B S9
− 4S29 + 24K−1B Z + 4S7Z − 2S9Z − 14Z2 .
(153)
The SCP transition is induced by a complex structure deformation, which corresponds
to the additional factorization d10 → d10z0 in the singular model. In this way, the non-
toric 101/2,0 locus becomes toric over z0 = 0 with reduced multiplicity. In the resolved
model, we add the vertex f4 = (−1, 1, 1) which results in the former vertex f2 = (1, 0, 1)
becoming an interior point in a face, corresponding to the z0 = d7 = 0 locus. Thus the
161/4,0 locus becomes a (4, 6, 12) singularity with multiplicity
nSCP = (S7 −Z)Z . (154)
Moreover, we compute the change in the Euler and Hodge numbers,
(∆χ,∆h1,1,∆h2,1) = (4, 1,−1)× nSCP , (155)
In addition, the number of charged SO(10) singlets gets reduced, such that we obtain
a total change in the spectrum of
∆S = −(161/4,0 ⊕ 101/2,0 ⊕ 11,1 ⊕ 10,1 ⊕ 10,0)× nSCP . (156)
Again, ∆S satisfies all constraints of Section 3 for transitions with gauge algebra
SO(10)×U(1), since also the additional assumption (65) is respected by the transi-
tion. Interestingly, also one discretely charged singlet participates in the transition,
making sure that all discretely charged hypermultiplet degrees of freedom sum up to
an even number, which might be explained by a 6d version of discrete anomaly can-
cellation, similar to Section 5.1. Note that the above transition can be unhiggsed to
a transition in a model with gauge algebra SO(10)×U(1)2, where both U(1) factors
satisfy the strict constraints for the transition imposed in (68).
5.4 E6×U(1)2 transitions
We consider three different E6 tops over F5, which are depicted in Figure 8. The generic
gauge algebra of this model is E6×U(1)2. It can be constructed from the following
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locus ord(f, g,∆) multiplicity R
z0 = d5 = 0 (3, 4, 8) (2K
−1
B − S7)Z 161/4,1
z0 = d2 = 0 (2, 3, 8) (2K
−1
B − S9 −Z)Z 101/2,1
d10d5 − d8d7 =
z0 = 0
(2, 3, 8) (K−1B + S9 −Z)Z 101/2,0
z0 = d7 = 0 (3, 4, 8) (S7 −Z)Z 161/4,0
V (I(3)) p.30 in [53] (0, 0, 2)
6(K−1B )
2 − 2S27 + 2S29 + 3Z2 + S9Z
+K−1B (4S7 − 4S9 − 12Z) + 2S7Z
11,0
V (I(2)) p.30 in [53] (0, 0, 2)
6(K−1B )
2 + 2S27 − 2S29 + 3Z2 − S9Z
+K−1B (−4S7 + 4S9 − 5Z)− 2S7Z
11,1
V (I(1)) p.30 in [53] (0, 0, 2)
6(K−1B )
2 − 2S27 − 2S29 + 3Z2 − S9Z
+K−1B (4S7 + 4S9 − 13Z) + 2S7Z
10,1
h2,1 + 1
18 + 11(K−1B )
2 + 2S27 + 2S29 + 7Z2 + S9Z
−4K−1B (S7 + S9 + 3Z)− 2S7Z
10,0
Table 3: Base-independent matter spectrum for the upper polytope in Figure 7.
factorization enforced by building a top over a dP2 ambient space,
sˆ1 = d1f1f
2
2 f4g2 , sˆ2 = d2f
2
1 f
2
2 f3f4g
2
1g
2
2g3h
2
1 , sˆ3 = d3f
2
1 f2f3g
2
1g2h1 ,
sˆ5 = d5f1f
2
2 f3f
2
4 g1g
2
2g
2
3h
2
1 , sˆ6 = d6f1f2f3f4g1g2g3h1 , sˆ7 = d7f1f3g1 ,
sˆ8 = d8f2f3f
2
4 g2g
2
3h1 , sˆ9 = d9f3f4g3 .
(157)
Both U(1) generators intersect E6 and their Shioda maps read
σ(s1) = [e1]− [e2]−K−1B + 13(4[f4] + 5[g3] + 6[h1] + 4[g2] + 2[f2] + 3[g1]) ,
σ(s2) = [u]− [e2]−K−1B − S9 + Z + 13(2[f4] + 4[g3] + 6[h1] + 5[g2] + 4[f2] + 3[g1]) .
(158)
We see that the U(1) generators mix with the Z3 center of the E6 gauge algebra and one
consequently obtains fractional Abelian charges for E6 matter multiplets. Moreover,
we find that the starting polytope in Figure 8 already admits SCPs over z0 = d1 due
to the face with interior point fˆ3, and comes with multiplicity
nSCP1 = (3K
−1
B − S7 − S9)Z . (159)
The full spectrum is summarized in Table 4. The base-independent Euler number for
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f0
f0
f5 f5
vertices
u (−1, 1, 0)
w (1, 0, 0)
v (0,−1, 0)
e1 (0, 1, 0)
e2 (−1, 0, 0)
f1 (0,1,1)
f2 (0, 2, 1)
fˆ3 (1, 1, 1)
f4 (1,2,1)
g1 (1, 2, 2)
g2 (1, 3, 2)
g3 (2, 3, 2)
h1 (2, 4, 3)
f0 (0, 0, 1)
f5 (2, 2, 1)
Figure 8: The E6 tops over F5 before (upper figure) and after (middle and lower figure) the
transition. Simplified depictions are given on the left with vertices at height one, two, and
three depicted as blue circles, red squares, and green triangles, respectively. The two different
blow-ups f0 (f5) leave the former vertices f1 (f4) as a point interior to a face.
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locus ord(f, g,∆) multiplicity R
d1 = z0 = 0 (4, 6, 12) (3K
−1
B − S7 − S9)Z SCP1
d7 = z0 = 0 (4, 5, 9) (S7 −Z)Z 271/3,−1/3
d9 = z0 = 0 (4, 5, 9) S9Z 271/3,2/3
z0 = 0 (3, 4, 8) 1 +
1
2Z(Z −K−1B ) 780,0
d3 = d7 = 0 (0, 0, 2) (K
−1
B + S7 − S9 − 2Z)(S7 −Z) 11,−1
d8 = d9 = 0 (0, 0, 2) S9(K−1B − S7 + S9) 11,2
d7 = d9 = 0 (0, 0, 2) S9(S7 −Z) 10,2
V (I(4)) p.44 in [53] (0, 0, 2)
6(K−1B )
2 − 3S9Z + Z2 + S27 − 2S29
+K−1B (−5S7 + 4S9 − 5Z) + S7(S9 + 2Z)
1−1,−1
V (I(2)) p.48 in [53] (0, 0, 2)
6(K−1B )
2 + S29 +K−1B (4S7 − 5S9 − 14Z)
+3S9Z + 4Z2 + S7(S9 + 2Z)− 2S27
11,0
V (I(6)) p.48 in [53] (0, 0, 2)
−2(S9Z − 3(K−1B )2 + S27 + S29 − S7Z
−2Z2 +K−1B (−2S7 − 2S9 + 7Z))
10,1
h2,1(X) + 1 −
20 + 11(K−1B )
2 + 2S27 + 2S29
−4K−1B (S7 + S9)− 17K−1B Z + 4S9Z
+9Z2 − S7(S9 + Z)
10,0
Table 4: Base-independent matter spectrum for the upper polytope in Figure 8.
the E6 top is given by
χ =− 24(K−1B )2 + 8K−1B (S7 + S9 + 5Z)
− 2(2S27 − S7S9 + 2S29 + 5S9 Z + 10Z2) .
(160)
In the following, we consider two transitions to theories with two different SCPs with
their tops both given in Figure 8. The first transition is induced by the factorization
d3 → z0d3 which enhances the vanishing order at z0 = d7 = 0 to (4, 6, 12) and thus
creates an SCP with multiplicity
nSCP2 = (S7 −Z)Z . (161)
In the toric description this is realized by adding the vertex f5 = (2, 2, 1) to the top
which results in f4 = (1, 2, 1) becoming an interior point. The induced change in the
topological quantities is given by
(∆χ,∆h1,1,∆h2,1) = (4, 1,−1)× nSCP2 . (162)
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Similarly, we can compute the change in the total matter spectrum, which is given by
∆S = −(271/3,−1/3 ⊕ 11,−1 ⊕ 10,0)× nSCP2 , (163)
which satisfies all the general constraints discussed in Section 3.3. Moreover, the as-
sumption (65) is again valid and the Abelian charges are also consistent with the
restrictions imposed in Section 3.3.
The second transition in this model is performed by the tuning d8 → d8z0 and re-
solved by adding the vertex f0 = (0, 0, 1), resulting in the vertex f1 = (0, 1, 1) becoming
a point in a face of the E6 top, where now the fiber at z0 = d9 = 0 becomes non-flat of
vanishing order (4, 6, 12) with multiplicity
nSCP3 = S9Z . (164)
The change in the topological quantities in this case reads
(∆χ,∆h1,1,∆h2,1) = (−4, 1,−1)× nSCP3 , (165)
with which we can determine the change in the matter spectrum,
∆S = (271/3,2/3 ⊕ 1−1,−2 ⊕ 10,0)× nSCP3 . (166)
Again all consistency constraints derived in Section 3.3, including the ones for the
Abelian charges, are fulfilled. Finally, we note that the transitions commute and that
it is possible to construct a top that has only SCPs and no 27-plets. In such a case it is
fascinating to see that the non-flat fibers corresponding to SCP1, SCP2 and SCP3 are
not homologous. Hence, from the F-theory intuition we would assume that they have
different quantum numbers that are not visible on the tensor branch, where we simply
get a collection of P1’s. However, as argued, SCP2 and SCP3 originate from different
tensor-matter transitions where hypermultiplets with different U(1) charges disappear
in the SCP transition.
5.5 E7×SU(2)×U(1) transitions
In this section we consider a transition between two E7 tops over polygon F6, which is
the same one we used in the example of Section 5.2. The two different tops are depicted
in Figure 9. We discuss this model in some detail, since this model additionally exhibits
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f5 f5
vertices
e2 (−1,−1, 0)
u (−1, 0, 0)
e1 (0,−1, 0)
v (1,−1, 0)
w (0, 1, 0)
f0 (0, 0, 1)
fˆ1 (1, 0, 1)
fˆ2 (1, 1, 1)
fˆ3 (2, 0, 1)
f4 (2,1,1)
g1 (2, 1, 2)
gˆ2 (3, 1, 2)
g3 (3, 2, 2)
g4 (4, 1, 2)
h1 (4, 2, 3)
h2 (5, 2, 3)
k1 (6, 3, 4)
f5 (3, 0, 1)
Figure 9: The E7 tops over polygon F6 before (upper figure) and after (lower figure) the
transition. Simplified depictions are given on the left with vertices at height one, two, three
and four as blue circles, red squares, green triangles and violet diamonds, respectively. The
toric blow-up with vertex f5 = (3, 0, 1) moves f4 = (2,1,1) into a facet.
a different kind of superconformal matter. It has a gauge algebra of E7×SU(2)×U(1)
and can be obtained from the following factorization:
sˆ1 = d1f
5
0 f
3
1 f
2
2 f3g
4
1g
2
2g3h
3
1h2k
2
1 , sˆ2 = d2f
3
0 f
2
1 f2f3g
2
1g2h1 ,
sˆ3 = d3f
2
0 f
2
1 f2f
2
3 f4g
2
1g
2
2g3g
2
4h
2
1h
2
2k
2
1 , sˆ4 = d4f1f
2
3 f4g2g
2
4h2 ,
sˆ5 = d5f
3
0 f
2
1 f
2
2 f3f4g
3
1g
2
2g
2
3g4h
3
1h
2
2k
3
1 , sˆ6 = d6f0f1f2f3f4g1g2g3g4h1h2k1 ,
sˆ7 = d7f1f2f
2
3 f
2
4 g1g
2
2g
2
3g
3
4h
2
1h
3
2k
3
1 , sˆ8 = d8f2f4g3 .
(167)
The U(1) generator only intersect the SU(2) but not the additional E7, and can be
written as
σ(s1) = [u]− [e2]−K−1B − S7 + 12 [e1] . (168)
Similar to the E6 example, the starting polytope already has two faces with interior
points. The first facet corresponds to SCP1 over d4 = z0 = 0 with a single interior
point fˆ2 = (1, 1, 1) and multiplicity
nSCP1 = (2S7 − S9)Z . (169)
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locus ord(f, g,∆) multiplicity R
d4 = z0 = 0 (4, 6, 12) (2S7 − S9)Z SCP1
d8 = z0 = 0 (4, 6, 14) (K
−1
B − S7 + S9)Z SCP2
d2 = z0 = 0 (4, 5, 10) (2K
−1
B − S9 − 3Z)Z (56,1)0
z0 = 0 (4, 5, 9) 1 +
1
2Z(Z −K−1B ) (133,1)0
d8 = d7 = 0 (0, 0, 3) S7(K−1B − S7 + S9) (1,2)−3/2
d7 = d4 = 0 (0, 0, 2) S7(2S7 − S9) (1,1)2
V (I(2)) p.48 in [53] (0, 0, 3)
(K−1B − S7 + S9)
×(6K−1B + S7 − 2(S9 + 4Z))
(1,2)1/2
V (I(4)) p.48 in [53] (0, 0, 2)
6(K−1B )
2 − 3S27 + S9(S9 + 4Z))
+K−1B (13S7 − 5S9 − 8Z))
−2S7(S9 + 8Z))
(1,1)1
d8 = 0 (0, 0, 2) 1 +
1
2(−S7 + S9)(K−1B − S7 + S9) (1,3)0
h2,1(X) -
21 + 11(K−1B )
2 + 4S27 − 3S7S9
+2S29 + 5S7Z + 6S9Z
+21Z2 − 4K−1B (S7 + S9 + 8Z)
(1,1)0
Table 5: Base independent spectrum of the upper E7 top in Figure 9.
The second facet, corresponding to the locus d8 = z0 = 0 has three interior points
fˆ1, fˆ3, and gˆ2. As opposed to the first locus, which leads to a (4, 6, 12) singularity for
SCP1, the second is a (4, 6, 14) point and hence is of a different type compared to the
singularities discussed in the main part. It comes with a multiplicity
nSCP2 = (K
−1
B − S7 + S9)Z . (170)
The matter loci and representations are summarized in Table 5. The base independent
Euler number, which we used in order to compute the complex structures of the upper
E7 top is given by
χ = −2[12(K−1B )2 + 4S27 − 3S7S9 + 2S29 − 4K−1B (S7 + S9)
− 35K−1B Z + 6S7Z + 4S9Z + 21Z2
]
.
(171)
In order to compute the correct amount of complex structure deformations, we have
to take into account that for each superconformal matter point SCP2 we obtain three
non-toric Ka¨hler deformations instead of just one. Hence, the formula for the complex
structures reads
h2,1(X) = h1,1(X)− 1
2
χ(X) ,
= rank(G) + h1,1(B) + 1 + nSCP1 + 3nSCP2 − 12χ(X) ,
(172)
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as argued in Section 4.
We now consider a transition to the second theory given in Figure 9 obtained by
the factorization d1 → z0d1, which enhances the singularity at d2 = z0 = 0 to vanishing
order ord(f, g,∆) = (4, 6, 12) with multiplicity
nSCP3 = (2K
−1
B − S9 − 3Z)Z . (173)
In the toric description this is realized by adding the vertex f5 = (3, 0, 1) to the top,
resulting in f4 = (2, 1, 1) becoming an interior point of a face. The induced change in
the topological quantities is given by
(∆χ,∆h1,1,∆h2,1) = (4, 1,−1)× nSCP3 , (174)
and the total change of the spectrum reads
∆S = −(1
2
× (56,1)0 ⊕ (1,1)0)× nSCP3 , (175)
consistent with the general constraints in Section 3.3. Since the 56-plet is a half-
hypermultiplet, it must be uncharged.
Gravitational anomalies and the SCP2 tensor branch
In this subsection we comment on the anomalies of the (4, 6, 14) points of the E7 model
discussed above. These points with a higher vanishing order of the discriminant are
not simply E-string theories like the ones we have considered throughout this work.
Indeed, this can be already inferred by investigating the gravitational anomaly, which
reads
H − V − 29T + 29nSCP1 + 63nSCP2 = 273 . (176)
Consequently, we expect the effective degrees of freedom H2 appearing at the tensor
branch to be
H2 = HSCP2 − VSCP2 + 29TSCP2 = 63 , (177)
which is the dimension of the Higgs branch [59] of the superconformal matter, see also
(133). That this is indeed the case can be checked by going to the tensor branch of one
SCP2 and analyzing the resulting spectrum. Indeed, resolving the (4, 6, 14) singularity
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[E7]
[SU(2)]
SCP2
[E7] [SU(2)]
−1 −2
[SU(2)′]
(2,2)
(1,2)
Figure 10: The collision of an E7 and SU(2) leading to an SCP2 subsector is given on the
left, its resolution on the tensor branch on the right. The full flat resolution requires s a −1
and a −2 curve. The latter hosts and additional SU(2)′ gauge algebra and charged matter
multiplets.
requires two resolutions in the base resulting in the following diagram with the left and
right flavor groups being gauged
[E7] [SU(2)] → [E7] − 1
SU(2)′
−2 [SU(2)] . (178)
Indeed there is an additional SU(2) over the the −2 curve. The full spectrum reads
TSCP2 = 2 , VSCP2 = 3 , HSCP2 = 2× (1,2)⊕ (2,2) , (179)
which satisfies all anomalies, in particular (177). The blow-up procedure has been sum-
marized in Figure 10. Such a theory is known as (E7, SO(7)) minimal conformal matter
describing a half-M5 brane on top of the E7 singularity [5,59–61]. One might speculate
whether the top encodes some non-trivial information of the above theory. This seems
to be the case, since for each of the above points, three non-toric fiber components
intersect the Calabi-Yau, which exactly accounts for the two tensor multiplets and the
additional SU(2) Cartan generator. The investigation of more general non-flat fiber
points is, however, left for future work.
6 Conclusions and Outlook
In this work we discussed tensor-matter transitions in six-dimensional theories, origi-
nating from F-theory compactifications on a genus one-fibered Calabi-Yau 3-fold, which
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leave the full six-dimensional gauge algebra G invariant. These transitions pass through
theories containing strongly coupled subsectors described by superconformal matter and
corresponding SCPs in the compactification manifold. The blow-ups in the base that
resolve these SCPs are associated with the appearance of an additional tensor multiplet
in the theory. For the stringent anomaly constraints to be satisfied before and after the
transition, also other parts of the spectrum have to change.
The geometric data encoding the anomaly coefficients is also modified by the ad-
ditional exceptional divisors in the base which accounts for the additional tensor mul-
tiplets entering in the Green-Schwarz mechanism. We determine the change in the
non-Abelian matter spectrum, taking into account the specific form of the blow-up and
consistency with anomaly cancellation, leading to equations (58), (61) and (62). For
the type of tensor-matter transitions considered here, these constraints fix the change in
the hypermultiplet sector which transforms non-trivially under the non-Abelian gauge
algebra uniquely.
Under the additional assumption that the form of the Shioda maps of the U(1)
generators stays invariant, which seems to be satisfied in toric hypersurface construc-
tions, we further obtain restrictions (68) on the Abelian charges of the hypermultiplets
involved in the tensor-matter transition.
Even though these constraints do not fix the singlet spectrum uniquely, they are
often strong enough to determine the singlet charges in terms of the charges of the
non-Abelian representations. Therefore, they facilitate the evaluation of the nature of
the full set of 29 degrees of freedom vanishing in the hypermultiplet sector during the
transition, especially in explicit constructions. This allows for a full classification of
tensor-matter transitions with an arbitrary semi-simple Lie algebra G localized on a
smooth divisor Z, plus additional Abelian gauge groups. We perform this classification
for all Lie algebra representations R that can be involved in the transition.
We illustrate our results in five different examples constructed from models based
on toric hypersurfaces. These models elucidate several aspects of the general discussion
of the transition and confirm the general formulae. Moreover, the Abelian charges in
all of these models satisfy the additional assumption imposed for the Abelian anomaly
coefficients and the general discussion for the restriction of U(1) charges can be applied.
The tensor-matter transitions are a non-perturbative way of connecting 6d SUGRA
vacua and thus this classification aims to understand its full landscape. Our results
are consistent with the higher symmetric and other exotic matter representations in-
volved in similar transitions considered in [14, 62]. However, those transitions exhibit
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singular divisors which we have not considered in this work, which is why these exotic
representations are absent in our classification. Having classified all transitions along
smooth curves, it would be desirable to incorporate singular ones as well and to obtain
their possible representations. Moreover, in order to fully restrict the U(1) charges of
singlets and exotic matter in such transitions, we have to understand the full scope of
possible induced changes of the Shioda map in the future.
In addition, we have illustrated that superconformal points are realized as non-flat
fibers in the smooth geometry, which have a toric interpretation of the underlying top.
In the various examples we made two intriguing observations: First, we find that non-
flat fibers are homologous if they are associated to the same tensor-matter transitions
and non-homologous if they originate from inequivalent transitions, where other U(1)
charged hypermultiplets are involved. As non-homologous splits of the F-theory fiber
generically leads to states with different quantum numbers, we might expect a similar
identification for SCPs that originate from different non-flat fibers. Second, we have
also given an example for non-flat fibers of even higher vanishing order and its toric
realization. We identify those fibers as (E7, SO(7)) minimal superconformal matter
in Section 5.5, as seen from the gravitational anomaly and the tensor branch. Those
examples point towards the possibility of understanding superconformal matter and
their symmetries, possibly coupled to gravity, directly from their realization as non-flat
fibers.
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A Details of the spectrum computation
In this Appendix we review more details of the general spectrum computation in models
constructed from tops, using the methods applied e.g. in [23,53].
For a construction of tensor-matter transitions in models based on toric hypersur-
faces, we start with one of the 16 toric ambient spaces for a genus-one fiber. We then
engineer the non-Abelian gauge algebra via the top construction.
The geometry of the top
Tops were introduced in [56] and classified in [54]. A 3d top ∆ can be thought of as the
ambient space polytope of a half K3 that is torus-fibered. It is given by the vertices
vi = (v
1
i , v
2
i , v
3
i ) with v
3
i ≥ 0 and has one interior point in the v3 = 0 facet. This facet
at height zero corresponds to the 2d polytope F0 of the generic fiber. Analogously to
the Batyrev construction [55], there is a dual object ∆∗ obtained as
∆∗ : {m ∈ Z3 : 〈m, vi〉 ≥ −1 ∀ vi ∈ ∆} . (A.1)
This has the form of an half-infinite prism that is unbounded in the m3 direction. All
vertices at height v3 > 0 in ∆ correspond to divisors Dvi that project to the same point
in the non-compact base and are resolution divisors of some ADE gauge algebra. The
height v3i of vi encodes the Dynkin multiplicity of its corresponding root. With this
input data one can derive the hypersurface equation via
p∆ =
∑
mj∈♦∗
dj
∏
vi∈∆
x
〈mj ,vi〉+1
i =
∑
mj∈∆∗
dj
( ∏
vs∈F0
x〈mj ,vs〉+1s
) ∏
vt∈∆,v3t>0
x
〈mj ,vt〉+1
t
 .
(A.2)
The first product in the sum includes the vertices vs of the 2d reflexive polytope F0 at
height zero. It thus encodes the form of the generic fiber. The second product in the
sum contains the contribution from the ADE resolution divisors.
Hence, the second product in (A.2) can be viewed as a specialization of the generic
fiber, given by the xs coordinates of the height zero 2d polytope. One starting point
for that generic fiber might be the cubic, embedded in the 2d polytope F1 = P
2.
This polytope is generated by the three vertices u : (−1, 1), w : (1, 0), v : (0,−1)
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transforming in the following line bundle classes
[u] ∼ H + S7 −K−1B , [v] ∼ H + S9 − S7 , [w] ∼ H . (A.3)
The generic cubic is then given by
p = sˆ1u
3 + sˆ2u
2v + sˆ3uv
2 + sˆ4v
3 + sˆ5u
2w + sˆ6uvw + sˆ7v
2w + sˆ8uw
2 + sˆ9vw
2 + sˆ10w
3 ,
(A.4)
where the ten sections sˆi transform in the following way
[sˆ1] ∼ 3K−1B − S7 − S9 , [sˆ2] ∼ 2K−1B − S9 ,
[sˆ3] ∼ K−1B + S7 − S9 , [sˆ4] ∼ 2S7 − S9 ,
[sˆ5] ∼ 2K−1B − S7 , [sˆ6] ∼ K−1B ,
[sˆ7] ∼ S7 , [sˆ8] ∼ K−1B − S7 + S9 ,
[sˆ9] ∼ S9 , [sˆ10] ∼ 2S9 − S7 .
(A.5)
In most of the examples the fiber can be thought of as a restricted cubic with fewer co-
efficients but the same general base dependence as given in (A.5). The base-dependent
coefficients of the polynomial sˆj factorize in a specific form after inclusion of the top
in order to ensure the presence of the corresponding ADE singularity. As can be seen
from (A.2), this factorization is
sˆi → di
 ∏
vt∈∆,v3>0
x
〈mj ,vt〉+1
t
 . (A.6)
We provide the factorization of the sections sˆi in all examples.
Upon including a bottom, one ends up with a reflexive polytope ♦ and a compact
geometry where all di transform as effective divisors in line bundles of the base. Turning
this statement around, all completions to a compact geometry can be parametrized by
the four base classes Z, K−1B , S7 and S9 with the constraint that the di are effective.
To find the loci of the charged matter, it is sufficient to work in the singular Weier-
strass model and blow down all exceptional divisors of the top except for the affine
node, which is fixed by its intersection with the zero-section. This coordinate we call
f0 and it projects onto the base as
f0
pi−→ z0 . (A.7)
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In this way, the discriminant of the generic fiber factorizes as
∆ = zm0 (P +O(z0)Q+ . . .) , (A.8)
with m being fixed by the gauge group of the top. Hence we find the desired ADE gauge
group. The genus g of the z0 = 0 curve leads to g adjoint hypermultiplets [57]. Fur-
thermore, the vanishing of the polynomial P together with z0 = 0 signals an enhanced
singularity. Finding all irreducible components of P amounts to finding all matter loci
charged under the ADE group localized at z0 = 0. The loci of representations of the
generic fiber can be obtained similarly. We start with the results of [53] for these loci
and adapt them to account for the presence of the top.
The multiplicities of the matter multiplets are obtained by intersecting the respec-
tive divisor classes of their underlying ideals. We note that the multiplicities of certain
non-toric ideals of the generic fiber include often simpler matter ideals as irreducible
components. We denote the multiplicity with which these ideals occur by r. If r 6= 0,
the multiplicities of these simpler ideals have to be subtracted from the more compli-
cated ideal under consideration. The mulitplicity r can be computed from the resultant,
following [53].
After having identified all codimension-two loci, we substitute their location into
the equation for the resolved fiber to observe a split of the form
E → Cm,1 + Cm,2 . (A.9)
The two irreducible curves can be used to compute the weights and U(1) charges of
the associated matter representations by intersecting them with the ADE resolution
divisors and Shioda maps respectively.
As the top encodes the geometry of a non-compact torus-fibered half K3, we can
use this structure and impose a compact two-fold base to describe a wide range of
torus fibered global 3-folds Y3. The structure of the top is then enough to compute
Euler and Hodge numbers of these classes of 3-folds. First, we note that the number
of (1, 1)-forms on Y3 is given by
h1,1(Y3) = rank(G) + h
1,1(B)− 1 +
∑
i
δi · nSCPi . (A.10)
This receives contributions from ADE divisors of the fiber, from divisors that generate
the base homology, and from non-flat fibers coming from the superconformal points
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with dimensionality δi as argued in the Section 4.1. The number neutral singlets can
be obtained from the Euler number via
Hneu = h
2,1(Y3) + 1 = h
1,1(B) + rank(G) +
∑
i
δi · nSCPi + 2− 12χ(Y3) . (A.11)
Hence we can compute the complex structure moduli simply from the Euler number,
which can be obtained base independently using the methods summarized in [23].
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